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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

Mr. President: Focus on mining and manufacturing

T

his is not a political column but it would be
remiss of me not to acknowledge that there
could be a dawn of a new beginning on the
horizon in the short history of democratic South
Africa.
Not long after I wrote my last column – ‘How
deep does the looting go?’ – the political landscape
started to change in South Africa with the resignation
(recall??) of the incumbent President of South Africa.
Much has been written about the decade of simple
disbelief we all endured and many more words will
be penned and spoken going forward about this
individual who nearly brought this wonderful country
to its knees. We have few individuals to thank – the
race for the ruling (should read governing) party’s
Presidency was only won by new President Cyril
Ramaphosa by a few hundred party votes. One shudders to think if the voting had gone
the other way and the other candidate had been chosen.
We now have a President who through his career has gained plenty of experience
by being on the side of the employees, then changing to become a successful
businessman and more recently being involved with politics. He should therefore have
a balanced view from all sides and once he has sorted out the internal fighting within
his party he can concentrate on taking South Africa forward. The events that have
taken place since Ramaphosa’s succession are very encouraging and long may they
continue. A complete eradication of corruption, money laundering and racketeering by
those in government is obviously the number one priority and those involved should
be shown no favours. This might take time but once there is some evidence that
Ramaphosa is serious and some high profile individuals are prosecuted there is bound
to be a change of culture.
I am calling on the President’s acumen in business and in particular
manufacturing. If he is to leave a legacy that will be much appreciated by all South
Africans it will be one that has seen a revival in manufacturing. This I believe will go a
long way to reducing the number of unemployed which must be one of the highest in
the world now and we all know that this is the legacy of the last decade of the ruling,
self enriching individual, along with his cronies.
There will be many experts and opinions on how to get the economy going again.
The proffered solutions could be endless. But manufacturing and mining has to be
on top of the list. We were once revered around the world for our mining contribution
and as a result many suppliers flourished and employed many at their manufacturing
operations. There is a history of unfavourable working conditions at the mines
themselves but these have mostly been sorted out and have come into line with
international practices on safety and working conditions.
According to Wikipedia diamond and gold production are now well down from
their peaks. Though South Africa ranks as number five in gold production worldwide,
we remain a wealth of mineral riches. We are the world’s largest producer of chrome,
manganese, platinum, vanadium and vermiculite. We are the second largest producer
of ilmenite, palladium, rutile and zirconium. We are also the world’s third largest coal
exporter. South Africa is also a huge producer of iron ore; In 2012, we overtook India to
become the world’s third-biggest iron ore supplier to China, who are the world’s largest
consumers of iron ore.
We need to take advantage of these riches again but not just mine them and
export them. Give incentives to beneficiate. Give incentives to the manufacturers
of equipment and consumables that supply the mines. Give tax breaks to our
foundries and machine shops that will have to buy the latest production equipment
to manufacture these components and products that are needed. Let them write off
this equipment over a short period. Cut out all those middlemen that have sprung up
because of what many call unfair business practice
laws and only add to the costs.
After all, Mr. President, you only have to look at
China to see how manufacturing has benefitted that
country and its population.
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VIEW

POINT

Introduction to virtual,

augmented reality technologies

A

s augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR)
technologies come of age, manufacturers are finding
easier ways to adopt these technologies on many fronts,
from product development, to training, to maintenance and
repair, to worker safety. And, in the wake of major investments
in the technologies over the last couple of years, a new
generation of VR and AR devices and software is becoming
available. Combined VR/AR sales are forecast to hit $150
billion by 2020, with AR alone comprising about $120 billion.
VR and AR are advanced manufacturing technology tools
- just like robotics, 3D printing, and the Internet of Things.
And they’re being used by manufacturers in innovative ways,
such as virtual assembly and improved process design.
Manufacturers can create avatars - digital representations
of factory-floor workers - to test what changes to a facility
are needed to reduce strain on employees’ backs during
assembly.
Manufacturers can create virtual prototypes of an engine
or car interior that allows designers and engineers to walk
around and experience, cutting the considerable time and
expense required by physical models. Taken a step further,
virtualising products before even a physical prototype

employees can receive consistent, up-to-date, interactive
training that results in improved situational awareness
during day-to-day operations, special projects, or emergency
procedures.
Another big opportunity for AR/VR technology is in
maintenance, repair, and operations (MRO). Imagine buying
a new piece of machinery; rather than reading an owner’s
manual, you can join your entire team in “seeing” how to
properly operate, maintain, and repair the machine. Newport
News Shipbuilding, the largest industrial employer in
Virginia, and sole designer, builder and refueler of US Navy
aircraft carriers currently use AR for specialised instructions
on unique custom spaces. Google Glass 2.0 is being
incorporated into much of the shipbuilding industry through
complex subassemblies and larger assemblies, tight spaces
and inspection. Imagine a ship inspector who can take notes
within his Google Glass, sending his notes to other inspectors
connected through Google Glass for their own updates and
training.
Current studies reveal that 80 to 90% of workplace
accidents are due to human error. Virtual environments

Virtualising products before even a physical prototype exists enables
manufacturers to share the product in the testing phase with customers,
creating a potentially better opportunity for feedback and collaboration

exists enables manufacturers to share the product in the
testing phase with customers, creating a potentially better
opportunity for feedback and collaboration.
In addition to helping to visualise and contextualise
information, AR/VR also help smooth a critical issue facing
manufacturing: The aging workforce and shortage of skilled
manufacturing labour. It enables manufacturers to collect and
preserve the information that “lives in the heads” of these
highly skilled workers and digitally capture it in many ways.
Mechdyne, a broad-based technology provider, first began
delivering virtual reality systems two decades ago. Their very
first project focused on creating a virtual reality firefighting
simulator for the US Navy. This system was conceived of as a
better way to train cadets how to safely fight fires on-board,
complete with a virtual hose and water. With a reduced
or eliminated need for supervisors to perform training,

provide a zero-consequence space where employees can
reenact on-the-job situations safely, improving situational
awareness and reducing injuries in the workplace. Employees
experience real-time “virtual” consequences, allowing them to
learn from mistakes, optimise processes, and learn potentially
dangerous procedures in a safe environment without risk to
themselves, teammates, or equipment.
As the technology continues to mature and price points
decrease, expect manufacturers to keep finding creative
applications to improve productivity, efficiency and worker
safety. With products becoming ever more complex, any
simulation platform must be tailored to the manufacturing
environment. Companies that do this well can withstand the
ongoing manufacturing “future shock” and thrive during this
current industrial revolution - and the next.

This article was written by Dave Morton, SME Industry Development Manager for Aerospace and Defense
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cover story

Multitrade Distributors

reaches 35th anniversary milestone
This year will mark the 35th anniversary in business of Multitrade Distributors,
a wholly owned South African company that supplies tungsten carbide cutting tools
as well as holding tools to the engineering and manufacturing industries.

I

t all started over 40 years ago.
Materials carbide tooling in
Straight after finishing school
South Africa, and this was
Johny Hansen joined his father’s
mainly to Port Elizabeth
company Hansen Engineering in
metalworking companies. It
Port Elizabeth, where he spent
was no contest and Multitrade
12 years. During this time Johny
Distributors were given the sole
completed his studies at the
distributorship rights for South
Technikon and his apprenticeship
Africa.
as a turner machinist. Hansen
The next step was to get
Engineering is still a very
going in the bigger market of
successful third-generation general
the Gauteng area. With his
engineering company in its own
car boot full of tooling, Johny
right manufacturing automotive
headed off to Johannesburg.
related components and is run by
Sales in the first month totalled
Johny’s brother Glenn and nephew
R1 700.00 and it was the start
Erik.
of better things to come.
Cutting his teeth in an
Office space was rented in
engineering manufacturing
the Auckland Park, Gauteng
environment certainly put Johny
area and Multitrade Distributors
in a position whereby he could
operated from these premises
start his own business of selling
until 1992, when they moved
Johny Hansen, owner and CEO of Multitrade Distributors
cutting tools with the confidence
into their own 1 200m²
of knowing that he had been on
premises in Meadowdale,
the ‘other’ side, having put in
Germiston, Gauteng. All along
many hours working the machines.
the company had been growing considerably and new
The opportunity came when looking for Mitsubishi
agencies were taken on to complement the existing Mitsubishi
tooling, Hansen Engineering was only able to source it from
Materials carbide range.
a hardware shop in Cape Town that was only servicing that
Nowadays Multitrade also markets Arno Werkzeuge inserts
area. Spotting the opportunity Johny and a partner formed
for aluminium machining, SsangYong ceramic inserts for
a partnership and opened Multitrade Distributors in Port
hard part turning and milling of hardened steel, cast iron,
Elizabeth.
ductile cast iron, chilled cast iron rolls, reinforced ceramics
They then approached
for difficult to machine
Mitsubishi Corporation
materials applicable to
in Johannesburg. As
the aeronautical industry,
there was already an
M.T. S.r.l. static and
agreement in place
driven toolholders for
with the hardware
CNC turning centers, the
shop they were only
Komet Group range of
given the opportunity
modular tooling systems
to be a reseller, with
and metal cutting tools
an understanding that
and the Kintek range of
this agreement would
toolholders.
be reviewed after 12
months. In this period
Moldino
they sold 90% of all
In April 2015
sales of Mitsubishi
Mitsubishi Materials
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Managing Director Pamela van Jaarsveld and Sales Director Mark Lotter

(MMC) of Japan acquired a 51% shareholding in Hitachi Tool
Engineering Ltd, a leading Japanese cemented carbide cutting
tool and wear part manufacturer. Hitachi Tool became part
of MMC’s Advanced Materials & Tools Division and began
manufacturing and marketing its products under the name
of Moldino, with a focus on the mould and die manufacturing

industry. With its long time association
with MMC Multitrade were appointed
the local distributors.
With Mitsubishi Materials as
Multitrade’s central area of activity,
they are able to supply machine shops
with the three main styles of metal
cutting modes namely turning, milling
and drilling in various geometries and
sizes.
With a staff complement of
43, today Multitrade operates on a
principle of servicing clients with the
right product at the right price in the
shortest possible time. Shipments
used to have a lead time of six weeks
but now three shipments arrive from
the Mitsubishi Materials warehouse in
Singapore every week. Branches have
also been opened in Durban,
Port Elizabeth and Cape Town.
Moreover Johny has been
instrumental in taking Multitrade
Distributors to a position of supplying
around 10% of the local cutting tool
market, and in 2005 took full control
of the company when he purchased
his partner’s shareholding.

Head office move to Edenvale
Due to space constraints and to better serve its customer
base Multitrade Distributors made a move to a new head
office in Edenvale. Plans are already afoot to alter and add
more space to these premises to absorb the company’s
expansion plans.
Staff changes
2017 saw several managerial changes at Multitrade
Distributors. Pamela van Jaarsveld, the company’s Financial
Manager was appointed Managing Director. Pamela is a
qualified CA(SA) with more than 10 years post graduate
experience gained at both global and local manufacturing
companies.
Long serving Sales Director Terry Nicholls reached
retirement age and has been succeeded by Mark Lotter,
who has been with the company since 2005 and was the
company’s National Technical and Sales Manager. Terry’s
experience and knowledge will however not be lost to the
company as he will continue to act as a consultant with a
primary emphasis of developing new areas of business.
Johny Hansen will continue as the owner and CEO of the
company.
For further details call Multitrade on TEL: 011 453 8034
or 087 803 2377 or visit www.multicarb.com
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Leisure and lifestyle manufacturer
Roadque upgrades with
Ermaksan fiber laser

What started out in 1996 as a small distributor of automotive components has today
grown into a proudly South African business and factory that manufactures trailer,
caravan and 4×4 components, and much more.

S

partner in a
outh Africa
law firm at the
is famous for
time and this
its sunshine,
was a sideline
even in winter,
business. Little
which has allowed
did Coetzee
South Africans
know that the
to live the great
business would
outdoors. Equally,
grow into a major
we love the outdoor
manufacturer
life and we as
of outdoor and
South Africans take
lifestyle products
advantage of the
and components,
natural beauty, an
have a large
aspect that the
showroom and
country is renowned
retail outlet
for and one that
with a café/
attracts millions
restaurant
of international
attached to the
tourists. It does
facility.
help that South
Roadque have recently purchased an Ermaksan Fibermak Momentum Gen-3 fiber laser.
Around
Africa is also one of
The fiber laser was supplied by F&H Machine Tools
the year 2000,
the top adventure
Coetzee saw a
destinations in the
gap in the market
world. Over and
for new components in the trailer and caravan markets, and
above the superb weather the country boasts a great selection
he started importing products from China and elsewhere
of activities and vacations in a variety of geographically
around the world. Business boomed, and he soon realised
significant locations including the sea, deserts, forests and
that he could actually manufacture many of the products
mountains, not to mention the diversity of animal, bird and
locally, instead of importing them.
plant life.
“To source product I made many trips to all areas of
The rise in the outdoor leisure industry does not abate.
China. Through this experience I not only got to know China
Tents, caravans, trailers, tow vehicles and motorhomes are in
very well but also gained plenty of knowledge on how the
high demand and need to be kitted out with equipment that
products were manufactured, having visited many of my
will make the outdoor activity a comfortable and pleasant
suppliers factories.”
experience.
This has also presented opportunities for a number of
Buy South African
South African companies to manufacture and supply products
“I am a South African full stop and it is my conviction to
that help to promote a healthier, more pleasant and enjoyable
support local wherever I can. Besides importing product from
way of living. With this lifestyle beckoning at our doorstep the
China can tie up a huge amount of money because you have
demand for more products, gizmos and gadgets grew, in some
to import container loads of product or components, far in
cases aided by wanting to keep up with the Joneses next door.
excess that is needed in the short term for the local market.
Destinations and outdoor activities have also grown, fuelling
This in turn would result in extra storage space requirements,
more demand for outdoor related equipment.
product on the floor for many months and very little recourse
Roadque, based in Silverton, Pretoria, is one such
if the product was not what you ordered or the product was
manufacturing company that has not missed the chance to be
faulty.”
part of the ever-growing market. The company began life as a
“This convinced me to manufacture locally. I believe in
distributor of Al-ko (then Trailco) trailer products.
supporting the South African market and will buy all the
Roadque’s Managing Director Francois Coetzee was a
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components I use in my products that
I don’t manufacture from the local
industry. For example I will get certain
of my castings from Besaans foundry
in Pretoria West and others from Dycer
Foundry, which is around the corner
from me. They have come to the party
with pricing. It may not be as cheap
as buying from China but not having
money tied up in stock more than
compensates.”
“If more companies support local
industry it will create the possibility
that these local companies will employ
more staff, thus alleviating many of
the social ills that have gone wrong
with our country over the last 10 years.
Besides more South Africans will have
disposable income to go camping and
then buy my products. This will also
lead to me employing more staff.”
“If everybody thought more local,
South Africa would be a better place.”

Components that were cut on the Ermaksan Fibermak Momentum Gen-3 fiber laser

Manufacturing
Roadque’s first venture into manufacturing began in
2001 when Coetzee purchased a press brake and he started
producing components for trailers and caravans. Coetzee
was then able to acquire 30 Caxton presses – from 5 ton to
200 ton – that were destined to end up at a scrap dealer.
Through perseverance Coetzee got most of these machines

reconditioned and producing components for him. They are
still all very much in working condition on the production floor.
Through the years Roadque has added other equipment
and today the company has five CNC lathes, two Wire EDM
machines, a Safan and MVD press brake, a Flow waterjet
cutter, a guillotine, as well as some conventional machines
and welding equipment.
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Roadque have a Safan E-Brake press brake and a Euromac MTX Flex 6 punching
machine, both purchased from CML Machine Tools, as well as an MVD
press brake on the shopfloor

“My business is unique in that we have the
manufacturing side that is supplying a number of our
own products to the retail shop. This can be anything
from braked and unbraked axles, couplers, rims, to
jockey wheels and lifting legs, winches, bearings
and other components such as hubs, spring bolts,
dropside and long-leaf hinges.”
“My business is unique in that we have the manufacturing
side that is supplying a number of our own products to the
retail shop. This can be anything from braked and unbraked
axles, couplers, rims, to jockey wheels and lifting legs,
winches, bearings and other components such as hubs, spring
bolts, dropside and long-leaf hinges.”
“But at the same time the retail shop will have many other
products on sale that are related to the outdoor and leisure
lifestyle market, which we do not manufacture but outsource.
This could be anything from chevrons,
mudguards, light brackets, license disc
holders, LED lights to cooking utensils and
pots to refrigerators and braais.”
“On top of this you can order a custom
axle, for example, and we will make it to
your specifications.”
“We are also proud to say that 90% of
our products that we sell in the shop are
now manufactured locally by ourselves or
a supplier. We have over 100 of our own
products in the shop. Unfortunately there
are some products we still cannot get
locally and have to import.”
However, going forward Roadque aims
to produce everything that is needed to
build a trailer or caravan, as well as other
components that are not available in the
usual outdoor shops.
Ermaksan Fibermak Momentum Gen-3
fiber laser
To do this Coetzee has had to start
investing in new equipment and this he has
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Roadque are able to fabricate 50% more of these boxes from a
sheet of metal for a client because of the new Ermaksan Fibermak
Momentum Gen-3 fiber laser and Lantek Expert Cut, the
CAD / CAM system specially designed to automate the
programming of sheet metal cutting

done by purchasing an Ermaksan Fibermak Momentum Gen-3
fiber laser.
“We have had a Bystronic CO2 laser on the floor for seven
years. It was already second hand when we purchased it and it

A view of a section of the machine shop where the Haas TL-1 CNC
toolroom lathe is housed



has served our needs now.”
“For the type of metal that we cut, not more
than 6mm of mild steel, aluminium and stainless
steel, the Ermaksan Fibermak is perfect for us.
The laser resonator is IPG, the cutting head is
Precitec and the CNC controls are Beckhoff.
All of these companies are well-known German
manufacturers and that satisfied our doubt over
buying a machine from Turkey.”
The Ermaksan Fibermak Momentum
Gen-3 fiber laser has a bed size of 3 000mm
x 1 500mm and a 3kW power source and was
supplied by F&H Machine Tools. The machine has
been supplied with Lantek Expert Cut, the CAD /
CAM system specially designed to automate the
programming of sheet metal cutting.
Another recent purchase added to the
machining side is a Haas TL-1 CNC toolroom
lathe.
Roadque manufactures most of its own dies
and moulds.
In the last year Roadque has also purchased an
additional building to house a storage and display
area for their products, an outdoor equipment retail
store and a café/restaurant.
The storage and retail shop were previously housed in the
manufacturing building. With this move up the road to a more
visual building to passing trade, it has freed up more space
for manufacturing and the new equipment. This area now has
2 200m under roof.
As the Roadque premises grow, so does the range of

Roadque has five CNC lathes in the machine shop including a
Victor Vturn-26 horizontal CNC lathe

products that they manufacture. One of the latest components
to hit their shelves is a trailer/caravan tough coupler,
specifically designed for the rugged South African outdoors.
Other new outdoor accessories include a bike rack, a chevron
board kit and some mean Land Cruiser mods.
For further information contact Roadque on
TEL: 012 804 1967 or visit www.roadque.co.za
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Specialist cutting tool supplier

Star Tooling gets closer to the action

A

fter being
comfortable
and settled in
the same location
for the past 22 years
specialist cutting tool
supplier Star Tooling
has decided to leave its
comfort zone and move
to a new office and
warehouse factory in
the Spartan Industrial
area of Gauteng, which
is located in close
proximity to OR Tambo
International Airport.
Now in its 37th year
of business Star Tooling
has always been based
in the Springs, Gauteng
area since the company
was established by Helmut Schmidt in 1981.
“We have been very successful operating from Springs
over the years. But there comes a point where you realise

that if you want to
grow the business you
have to make changes,
whether it be the
product mix that the
company manufactures
or markets, the culture
of the company or your
operational procedures.
There are just too many
to mention but in general
you should be looking
at these facets of a
company continuously,”
said Helmut’s son Chris
who has been with the
company for over 25
years, and has been
heading up the ‘ship’
since dad started to take
a back seat.
“One of the glaring indicators for us to change was
the location of the company. Although not too far from the
industrial areas I felt we were missing out. Logistically we
were just out of the way that, for example, made it a chore for
customers to come and visit. With over 60% of our customer
base located in and around the Ekurhuleni industrial areas
there was also the aspect of distance and longer delivery
times. These are not major obstacles but they added to our
frustrations of not being able to offer the service that we
wanted to.”
“An opportunity arose that allowed us to purchase a
4 200m² factory on the corner of Director Road and Green
Avenue, which is one of the main intersections of the Spartan
Industrial area. In the short time that we have been here
just the exposure to the passing traffic has been something
that we did not expect and had not taken into account. It is
an added bonus and proves my point that we needed to get
closer to the action.”
“It has helped that we have put some effort into our
signage on the exterior of the building, which depicts exactly
what we do. People like to see product type pictures so that
they can relate to it immediately. A name does not always tell
a story.”
Stock, showroom and demos
“The new building has also afforded us the opportunity to
have more space to hold more stock, incorporate a showroom
for demos as well as dedicate an area for conferences. We did
not have these last two aspects at the previous location.”
“Star Tooling has operated as a specialist tooling
and accessories supplier since inception. We have long
associations with companies such as Rego-Fix, who
manufacture toolholding systems such as the ER Collet
system; Benz angle heads, multi-spindle heads, live tools,
static tools and other tooling technology systems; Rotor Tool
live centers, dead centers and air chucks; Pinzbohr boring
systems; Zeus knurling tool agency from Hommel + Keller
and Izar specialist cutting tools such as drill bits, end mills 
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and taps.”
“Other brands that
we are associated with
include Vischer & Bolli,
Heule, HAM, Narex
MTE, Mickros Plus and
Swiss Tool Systems
AG, all internationally
active companies
specialising in
the development,
manufacture and
marketing of tools and
tooling systems.”
Tungaloy
“Seven years ago we were
appointed the South African
distributor of Tungaloy Corporation,
one of the world’s leading manufacturers
of carbide cutting tools, friction materials, wear resistant
items, and civil engineering products.”
“The Japanese manufacturer has been providing products
to customers all over the world in the automobile, construction,
aerospace, medical, power generation, infrastructure and
heavy industries for over 80 years. The company is a member
IMC group, which is owned by Berkshire Hathaway and has
Warren Buffett as its chairman and CEO.”
“Tungaloy manufactures products from carbide, cubic
boron nitride (CBN), polycrystalline diamond (PCD), ceramics
and cermets that cover a wide range of turning, milling and

drilling operations.”
“The Tungaloy brand has been good to Star Tooling.
Before we were appointed the sales and marketing
distributors in South Africa Tungaloy already had an
established and prestigious South African customer base.
This was despite the company not previously having a
branded presence in South Africa. It
reflected the quality of the
product range.”
“We have been able
to grow Tungaloy’s market
penetration in South Africa
and last year experienced a
70% growth in turnover of
their products. We intend
to keep the heat on and
make further gains with
Tungaloy’s products.”
“This move to Spartan
has been stressful but we now
realise how important it was. A big plus is
that we have been able to keep our telephone number.
The only change has been our physical address details.”
Other news from the company was that Rupert Rossouw
was appointed Sales Manager last year and now has five staff
under his management. In total Star Tooling has 14 staff.
While Star Tooling is a family run business it remains
committed to being known as a specialist tooling supplier and
in particular to the die and mould area.
For further details contact Star Tooling on TEL: 011 818
2259 or visit www.startooling.co.za
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Isuzu Motors takes over
GMSA plant

J

apan’s Isuzu
Motors made
its official
debut in Port
Elizabeth after
taking over General
Motors South
Africa facilities
around the country
and 1 000 GMSA
employees.
The debut
also served as a
platform to reveal
the company’s
new SUV segment
contender‚ the
Isuzu MUX (Multi
Utility Crossover).
Trading as
Isuzu Motors South
Africa (IMSA) since
the start of 2018‚
Isuzu stepped
into the breach
created by the exit
Isuzu Motors South Africa CEO Michael Sacke with Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) Minister Rob Davies
of GMSA‚ which had
been manufacturing
and retailing Isuzu
A year ago the company acquired a 57.7% majority
vehicles under licence up until the American’s automaker’s
shareholding in the Kenyan truck and bus assembly
official departure from the country at the end of last year.
operation that supplies Isuzu vehicles to East African
IMSA‚ which joins more than 140 fully Japanese-owned
markets‚ while commanding a leading 34% share of the
companies operating in South Africa‚ bought the balance of
Kenyan new vehicle market.
its shareholding in GMSA’s Isuzu operations and took over
Isuzu also has a 20% shareholding in joint venture
GMSA’s extensive facilities‚ simultaneously preventing a jobs
manufacturing operations in Egypt‚ and where the company
bloodbath by absorbing 1 000 former GMSA employees.
has led in the market for 10 years in a row.
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) Minister Rob
The light commercial vehicle pick-up‚ which is produced
Davies and Japan’s ambassador to South Africa Shigeyuki
there
and accounts for more than 90% share of the market
Hiroki joined a long list of high-level guests at the launch.
segment‚
is derived off the Isuzu KB pick-up.
Speaking at the event‚ which was held at the
Isuzu Motors South Africa CEO Michael Sacke said the
manufacturing plant in Struandale‚ Port Elizabeth‚ the
president and representative director of Isuzu Motors of
company’s initial focus would be to consolidate its operations
Japan‚ Masanori Katayama‚ said Isuzu was committed to
while laying the foundation for the company’s future success.
expanding its business in South Africa.
“Our shor-term focus is on implementing our transitional
“This is the first commercial and light commercial vehicle
plans‚ ensuring the sustainability of our operations‚ further
manufacturing operation outside of Japan in which we
strengthening our product portfolio and relocating the truck
have acquired a 100% ownership. We are represented in
operations from Kempston Road to the Struandale plant.
30 countries outside of Japan and successfully operate 47
As we do this‚ we will need to demonstrate excellence in
manufacturing plants in these countries with joint venture
everything we do and the ability to lead in key segments of
partners.”
the market.”
“Our decision with regard to South Africa demonstrates
He said that in the medium term the company would
the confidence we have in this market and is also indicative
need
to plan for the successful launch of future products‚
of our longer-term view that South Africa will serve as
implement
measures to increase its domestic market share
an important base for our future growth on the African
and increase its exports into sub-Saharan Africa markets.
continent.”
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Family ethos still high on the agenda
at High Duty Castings

“T

here might have been changes in some of the
shareholders recently but as one of the original
shareholders I am still very much involved in the dayto-day operations of High Duty Castings and have been since
the company was established in 1991,” said Fred Venter.
“Sadly my original partner Ronnie Pienaar passed away
in 2016 but we had already put in a succession plan. My son
Bradley who joined the company in 2003 and Ronnie’s son
Rudi, who joined the company in 2007, were made Directors
of the company in 2014. At the same time we formed a
partnership with our equity partners South African Enterprise
Development who still remain as shareholders today.”
“A recent development in the company has been
augmented by Rudi making the decision to take on a new
challenge and go and start a life in Canada. Bradley and I
have come to an agreement with Rudi to purchase his shares,
and the company remains as a privately owned family run
business as it has always been.”
“Rudi is highly qualified in the law field and will be a great
loss to the company. We are confident that he will be very
successful and an asset to Canada, and thank him for his

Magnesium preparation of the SG/ductile iron is
always a spectacular show
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Directors Fred and Brad Venter

contribution to the success of High Duty Castings and High
Duty Automotive.”
Fred Venter’s career in the foundry industry started in the
1960s when he began studying metallurgy. After completing
his four-year diploma he then spent time with the Dorbyl
Group’s foundry division with a major period at Salcast.
Through various negotiations Fred Venter and partner Ronnie
Pienaar acquired the opportunity in 1991 to take ownership
of a well-established foundry in the Boksburg East, Gauteng
area. Greenhorn Foundry had been in business since 1961
manufacturing smaller size castings. Venter and Pienaar
changed the name of the company to High Duty Castings and
also focused on expanding the business to include larger
size castings for the pumps and valves industry, gearbox
manufacturers, the compressor and hydraulics industries, as
well as the agricultural, bearing and railway industries.
Interestingly High Duty Castings still operates from the
facility that the original foundry that the partners acquired
had been set up on. Although, as Venter put it, it is not
recognisable from those days with many alterations and
additions having taken place. This trend in the foundry is due
to be continued with an additional 300m² being added to the
floor moulding area this year and extra melting capacity to be
added.
Another fact that Venter is proud of is the products
manufactured from the early days - valves, pumps, agricultural
products and railway blocks - still form the company’s core
business and 40% of the company’s customer base have been
doing business with the company since its inception in 1991.
Individual castings manufactured in the High Duty
Castings division range from one kilogram up to 1.5 ton.
The chemically bonded sand foundry side, which includes a
sand reclamation plant that was installed by Lauds Foundry
Equipment two years ago, produces castings to a maximum
weight of 1 500 kilograms, while the green sand moulding
foundry side produces castings to a maximum weight of 250
kilograms.
The High Duty Castings division operates five days per


week while the automotive
on a tour of this division.
division operates on a
High Duty Automotive
24 hour six days a week
was established in 2001
schedule, with sufficient
and focuses on the
melting capacity from three
manufacture of automotive
2 ton capacity and one
castings in both grey and
500 kg capacity induction
ductile iron. The success of
melting furnaces.
this division has been as a
With its focus on
result of Fred’s innovative
manufacturing iron castings,
thinking in coming up with
High Duty Castings has some
production methods and
6 000 patterns in store, of
processes that will not be
which approximately 2 000
found in any other foundry.
patterns are currently live.
“We are not about to
The company does have
give our secrets away, but
its own pattern shop and
in a nutshell we are able to
patterns are manufactured
manufacture castings that
and refurbished to client
require less machining and
A new furnace body was also installed when High Duty Castings
specification, but it is not in
labour intensive operations
installed an Inductotherm 850 kW solid state power supply with a
the business of designing.
such as fettling, and are
2 MT capacity coreless melting furnace and the auxiliary equipment
“We are a foundry and we
well within the required
used in the melting of iron in September 2017
leave all aspects of casting
client tolerances and
design to the experts. We
specifications and require
might not be creative in that aspect but in the rest of the
very little material to be removed once cast. As a result these
foundry operations we are very resourceful and there are
castings are not bashed around for a long periods in the shot
many examples in the foundry where we have figured out
blasting machine.”
a better way to do things, manufactured the equipment or
“We have designed and manufactured our own stack
components ourselves and then incorporated them into our
moulding line that allows us to increase the throughput
production process,” said Fred Venter.
of castings. If you calculate the reduction in casting and
machining time, less material used and less intensive labour
High Duty Automotive
and other operations required, it all adds up to huge savings
This statement could not be truer than when you are taken
for our clients in both time and money. And when you are
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High Duty Castings manufactures castings for the pumps and valves industry,
gearbox manufacturers, the compressor and hydraulics industries,
as well as the agricultural, bearing and railway industries

delivering 100 tons of castings with an average weight of
2.5 kilograms per casting you are saving huge amounts
of rands and cents for them. We are also achieving a
scrap rate of around one per cent on these castings. This
proves that we are doing something right in our quality
department.”
“I would like to say that we are manufacturing a near
net shape casting, as they claim in the investment casting
industry, but we are not quite there.”

used in the melting of iron.”
“The power system used to supply and
control the energy for melting combines
the most recent engineering technology.
The basic VIP® design, which for years
has proven to be so dependable, has
been further enhanced with the ability
to withstand melt load and power line
fluctuations, while continuing to operate
without costly interruptions.”
“The new VIP® control system supplied
here regulates the melting signals by using
a single control board. It has a revolutionary
over-voltage protection circuit, an alternating
current solid state circuit protection, and
employs high capacity semiconductors for
regulating the furnace coil frequency.”
“The Melt-Manager® control system is
able to perform a full range of diagnostic
checks on itself, the VIP® power supply and
the melting furnace each time the VIP® is
started. These tests will detect problems
before full power is applied to protect the
equipment from damage. In addition, the
Melt-Manager® will continue to monitor the

Safety critical components
“This division primarily casts safety critical components
for the automotive industry. We are blessed in that we have
seen tremendous growth over the years but it comes as a
result of innovation and strict quality procedures. We have
been accredited with the industry standard – ISO/TS16949
or IATF 16949:2016 as it is now known – since inception of
this division.”
“More importantly we continue to invest in our
Lauds Foundry Equipment supplied all the rotary core blowing equipment
manufacturing equipment to increase quality and save
with the latest two machines installed in 2014. High Duty Automotive are
on production time. In September 2017 we installed an
now able to produce 10 000 cores in a 24-hour period, if required
Inductotherm 850 kW solid state power supply with a 2 MT
capacity coreless melting furnace and the auxiliary equipment
operation of the system throughout the full melting cycle.”
“Provision has been made for the installation of a second
Inductotherm furnace for future expansion.”
“Lauds Foundry Equipment has also supplied all our
rotary core blowing equipment with the latest two installed in
2014. We are now able to produce 10 000 cores in a 24-hour
period, if required.”
“We are very upbeat about the future of the foundry
industry and confident in our increased investments into
High Duty Castings. We see growth in the automotive industry
both locally and internationally. We don’t export directly but
we know that approximately 60% of the components that we
supply to our clients are exported once machined. That is
millions of cars in Europe and the rest of the world fitted with
our castings. At the same time we have seen very pleasant
growth in the High Duty Castings division and we are looking
Great care is taken by High Duty Castings when installing new
forward to growing this division even further.”
equipment. This is especially the case with its power supply
For further details contact High Duty Castings on
equipment for melting. The equipment is housed in a
virtually atmospheric controlled area
TEL: 914 1346 or visit www.hdcastings.co.za
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Mercedes-AMG with V8 power
rolls off the line in East London

Driving performance once again took centre stage when the first series unit
of the locally produced Mercedes-AMG C 63 rolled off the line in East London.

A

t its annual business results in 2017, Mercedes-Benz
South Africa announced that three Mercedes-AMG
models would be manufactured locally for export and
local sales and the passionate employees who participated
in the ramp-up to series production celebrated this
achievement.
The integration of the three new models (Mercedes-AMG
C 43 4MATIC, Mercedes-AMG C 63 and Mercedes-AMG C
63 S), was smooth with absolute minimal interruption to the
current production in the East London plant. More than 1 700
Mercedes-AMG C 43 units have been exported as part of the
normal export plan from the plant, which once again reached
record levels in 2017.
Mercedes-Benz South Africa invested an additional R200
million into the passenger car manufacturing facility in
2016/2017 for the production of the AMG models.
“The production of the first Mercedes-Benz AMG C 63
unit here in East London, sees another exciting model added
to our current C-Class family and further affirms the status
of our plant as a key player in the Daimler global network.
The distinct sportiness and power of the AMG brand are well
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recognised globally, and we are proud that the C 63 model
will be exported from our shores to customers all around the
world. Following the launch of the Mercedes-AMG C 43 model
in 2017, the first production unit of the flagship C 63 model
is another great success for our plant, and is testament to
the hard work and dedication of our employees who continue
to build world-class products at Mercedes-Benz South Africa,”
says Andreas Engling, Mercedes-Benz South Africa CEO and
Executive Director: Manufacturing.
The introduction of these AMG models into the MercedesBenz South Africa production line required the plant to
bring in new infrastructure and technological innovations
to accommodate the assembly of the performance models.
This included modifications and additional devices at various
stations – specifically in the Engine and Trim assembly
lines. The new AMG model (with V8 power) is particularly
distinguished by its notable engine sound and power, and to
achieve the successful production of this unit a new index
device, conveyors and axle manipulators and equipment had
to be added to the assembly process.

YG-1 opens subsidiary
in South Africa

South Korean-based company engaged in the manufacture and distribution of cutting tools
also investigating the possibility of opening a local manufacturing plant.

Y

G-1, whose cutting tools have been widely
distributed in South Africa for many years,
has decided to open up a subsidiary
in South Africa. The South African subsidiary
company – YG-1 South Africa Pty Ltd – is
based in the Brentwood Park, Benoni area
of Gauteng and is headed up by
Lance Hockly, who has been in the
cutting tool industry for a number
of years.
“This is just the beginning of
a journey. YG-1 has an established
name in South Africa and we intend
to grow that reputation and increase
our market share in HSS tooling and carbide
cutting tools. The local metal working industry will
now be able to benefit from having a dedicated team that
will only concentrate on supplying YG-1 products to a broad
spectrum of engineering companies,” said Hockly who set up
the company in October 2017.
“We are targeting to equip as many machines as possible
with our vast range of products covering HSS, milling, drilling,
turning, threading as well as boring. The YG-1 company was
established in 1982 and has been growing as a leading
global manufacturer in the cutting tool industry. YG-1 operates
its global business through nine overseas production sites
including the United States, Ireland, South Korea and

in this area of development over the last five years
and recently inaugurated another dedicated plant
in Chungju, Korea to manufacture carbide inserts,
including end mills.”
“YG-1 also develops its own coatings for its
products, which includes diamond, PVD
and CVD coating. Currently they have
just over 50 coating machines in the
manufacturing plants and aim to
double this number by 2020.”
“Machining is now becoming
increasingly advanced with
machine tool builders manufacturing
more sophisticated machines with higher speeds and
accuracy. We as YG-1 have to keep up with the technological
advancement in the metal cutting field. To this end YG-1 has
two R&D centres operating in South Korea, one in Songdo and
another in Chungju.”
“The products find applications across industries, such
as aerospace, die and mould, automobile, oil and gas, power,
electronics, general engineering and medical equipment. We
will be holding a sizeable amount of products and stock to
cover all these fields of metal cutting. In fact clients will now
be exposed to a greater array of YG-1 products, which they
were not in the past.”

“Although the company is very strong in tapping, drilling and threading, what
is not commonly known in South Africa is that YG-1 manufacture
and supply a vast range of turning and milling inserts. The company
has spent over $US 100 million in this area of development over
the last five years.”
China, has 30 sales subsidiaries and has a presence in 75
countries.”
“We have more than 5 000 employees working globally
across various functions of R&D, production, sales and
marketing, supply chain, finance and human resources.”
“More recently the company has set up a production
facility in India and expanded its production and R&D facilities
in Korea where it is regarded as the number one cutting tool
manufacturer in that country and now among the top five in
the world.”
Range of inserts
“Although the company is very strong in tapping, drilling
and threading, what is not commonly known in South Africa is
that YG-1 manufacture and supply a vast range of turning and
milling inserts. The company has spent over $US 100 million

“We are positive about the South African market and are
expecting a major growth in the region now that we have
a dedicated team of sales and management staff that are
operating as a fully functional subsidiary. The South African
staff will have access to all of the technical know-how and
developments at the South Korean headquarters, as do their
colleagues around the world,” said H K Song, Founder and
Chairman of YG-1.
“We are so confident of the local market that we are
investigating the possibility of opening a local manufacturing
plant. For some time we have wanted to have a permanent
presence in South Africa but only now has the opportunity
arisen,” concluded H K Song.
For further details contact YG-1 South Africa on
TEL: 087 160 0779 or visit www.yg1.co.za
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5-axis machining

and automation simplifies production
at Wam Metals
The manufacture of electrical plugs, sockets and couplers for the mining industry is one
of the motivations behind the investment in two mill turn CNC 5-axis machines.

W

am Metals has traditionally been a
company manufacturing components
for companies who need these
components for their own branded products.
Although Wam will continue making the
components for customer products, a decision
was made by management that the company
needed to manufacture their own branded
product.
After carefully investigating what was in the
market it was decided to manufacture cable
plugs, sockets and couplers for the mining
industry, which fitted into the non-ferrous
profile of Wam.
These plugs, sockets and couplers are used
throughout the mines electrical distribution
system to connect up to mobile machinery,
connect cables together, connect cables to
power centres, switch banks and substations
Wam Metals have launched a range of cable plugs, sockets and couplers
for underground and surface applications.
“We believe that one of the main advantages
holes or porosity, which could cause a breakage. There is
of the Wam product as compared to our competitors’
also the added risk of moisture penetration, which could
product is that the Wam outer casing is a forging, whereas
also result in failure,” explained Gavin Homan, Wam Metals’
the competitors’ is a casting. The reason we decided to go
Marketing and Sales Director.
the forging route is that the grain structure of the material,
once forged, is a lot denser and not susceptible to blow
“Another advantage of the Wam
plugs, sockets and couplers is that
where plastic insulation linings are
required Wam uses an injection
moulded material called Pocon. Wam
has developed a unique injection
moulding process to inject Pocon into
the barrel of the plug and into the spigot
of the socket. The result is that these
two components are one integrated
part with no loose liners, as is the
case with the competitors’ products.
The Pocon material has excellent
electrical strength, surface resistivity,
a comparative tracking index, high
heat resistance and flame-retardant
properties. This is a major advantage
especially as these products work in
very moist, rough, tough and difficult
conditions when used underground in
the mining environment.”
Wam Metals have invested in two mill turn CNC 5-axis machines. The one machine is
an out-of-the-box Mazak Integrex j-200, supplied by Hi-Tech Machine Tools
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“The range is comprised of 1 100v
250A, 1 100v 425A and 3.3kv 300A.
All three are available in flameproof for



Components for the cable plugs, sockets and couplers

the coal mines and non-flameproof for the gold, platinum and
other mines.”
“The products have been patented and received test and
certification in accordance to SANS 60079 parts 0 &1 and
SANS 1489 parts 1 & 2 through the industry approved test
laboratory Mining And Surface Certification (MASC). We were
issued with an inspection authority number (IA No.), which
confirms that the product conforms to the South African
National Standard requirements. MASC has also approved the
Wam factory in Benoni, Gauteng as a flameproof approved
facility.”
“NETFA, who are part of the South African Bureau of
Standards, successfully completed two different types of short
circuit tests to simulate what could happen if there was a
failure during mining activities while underground.”
5-axis mill turn CNC machines route
“In order to keep up with the demands of today’s
manufacturing, it’s almost impossible not to move into
5-axis technologies. This progression however, can be a very
stressful endeavor with a number of questions that needed to
be answered to justify the investment,” said Carlos Vieira, a
Director of Wam Metals.
“With all our existing components that we machine for
clients, the development of the plugs, sockets and couplers,
plus all the new products that we will be launching in the near
future, the company needed to become more cost effective
in the machining department as it had done in the other
areas of the business. This desire meant that we needed
to introduce a method of machining that could produce
components at a ratio of at least two to one when compared

The outer casing of the Wam Metals cable plugs, sockets and
couplers is forged

The second machine is an Okuma Multus B300-W

with Wam’s previous methods of machining, without adding
labour.”
“Our machine shop is outdated as it involves too many
individual machines. This method of machining components
resulted in the component being moved from one machine

speeds of 5 000rpm and C-axis turning
control, though the main spindle has
a 76mm bore and the second spindle
a 61mm bore. The main headstock
features an integral spindle/motor
that accommodates a wide range of
applications, from heavy-duty cutting at low
speed to high speed cutting of aluminium
and other non-ferrous materials. The rigidly
clamped C-axis indexes in 0.0001-degree
increments and delivers high accuracy. The
second spindle also features an integral
spindle/motor to ensure high efficiency
machining for secondary operations.”
“Other specifications of the machine
include machine strokes of 960mm in the
Z-axis, 450mm in the X-axis and 200mm
in the Y-axis, which allow face milling, end
milling and drilling to take place above and
below centerline without C-axis indexing.”
“The machine is also equipped
with a Super-80 barfeeder, which can
accommodate bar diameters between six and
80mm and bar lengths up to 1 530mm.”
“The second machine is an Okuma Multus B300-W. The
Okuma Multus B Series machines are general-purpose multifunction CNC lathes that are designed to reduce set up time
by virtually eliminating repetitive fixturing. The machine has

“We began looking at a five-axis CNC mill turn machining solution, in other
words multitasking machines, with the sole aim to be able to place an
extruded billet or a forged component into a machine and the
completed machined component is the end result.”
to another to complete the machining operation. Time is
wasted on set up time per CNC machine, be it a lathe or
machining center or both, plus many hours wasted handling
a component several times in between the different stages of
machining.”
“We began looking at a five-axis CNC mill turn machining
solution, in other words multitasking machines, with the
sole aim to be able to place an extruded billet or a forged
component into a machine and the completed
machined component is the end result.”
Phase one becomes a reality
“The first phase of this new approach by Wam
Metals has seen an investment in two 5-axis mill turn
CNC machines that were installed in November 2017.
They have been setup in a purpose built building within
our existing factory.”
“We have built the building big enough to
accommodate more machines and include the
automation aspects that we plan to integrate in phase
two.”
“The first out-of-the-box machine to be installed is
a Mazak Integrex j-200, supplied by Hi-Tech Machine
Tools. The machine comes with a second spindle, which
makes it possible to perform continuous machining
operations - completing first and second processes in
the same machine set up and as a result, in-process
time can be considerably reduced, which is what we
set out to do.”
“Both turning spindles on the Mazak Integrex
j-200S provide equal high performance with spindle
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a swing over bed of 630mm, distance between centres of
900mm, a turning diameter of 450mm, XYZ travels of 580
x 80 x 935mm and a main spindle motor of 15kW. It also
includes Okuma’s Collision Avoidance System software and is
controlled by Okuma’s OSP-P CNC control.”
“We have also purchased a LNS barfeeder that can
accommodate bar up to 76mm to feed the Okuma.”
“Both machines have a Renishaw probe integrated


Wam Metals have introduced a method of machining that will produce
components at a ratio of at least two to one when compared with Wam’s
previous methods of machining, without adding labour

into the operations to check that the positioning and
quality standards are maintained and adjust offsets where
necessary.”
Second phase has started
“The second phase of this project is to implement
automation by means of Fanuc Robotics and a specially
designed integrated conveyor system to be fitted to the
Okuma. Once completed this machine will be able to
operate unmanned processing the required extruded billets
or forgings. Phase two will be completed in the first half of
2018.”
“Included in this phase has been the moving of a CNC
lathe from our existing machine shop. The lathe will be fitted
with a Fanuc robot and a rotary vibrator bowl feeding system

for orientation of the forged product. This machine will be
machining one item and will work unmanned.”
“Two more 5-axis mill turn CNC machines, together with
the required robotics, are also in our plans to complete the
flexible machining cell as part of the company’s three-phase
expansion plans.”
“The company also needed to justify the cost of
automation and demonstrate that it would actually save jobs
by improving the company’s competitiveness. It was important
to maintain current employment and enable workers to
become better trained and more tech savvy, potentially
advancing their careers from operators to programmers or
supervisors.”
For further details contact Wam Metals on
TEL: 011 748 7420 or visit www.wammetals.co.za

Robor invests in
new steel mill

Fully automated mill capable of producing 60 000 tons of steel product per year.

S

teel manufacturer
Robor has replaced
two older steel mills
with a new one designed to
use the latest technology.
Designed in conjunction
with some of the leading
equipment builders from
around the world, this
fully automated, state of
the art mill, is claimed
to be one of the most
advanced ø219 pipeline
mills in the world. The
machine’s capability is to
roll a size range from 114
outer diameter to 219
outer diameter with wall
thickness up to 8mm.
With the aid of a fully automated robotic tool changing
system, the first of its kind on the African continent, the mill
is capable of changing rolls in 30 minutes. The mill has been
fully commissioned and takes pride of place at the company’s
250 000m² Elandsfontein site in Gauteng.
The new mill arrived during October 2017, packed in
39 containers and a number of
components in bulk that were too large to containerise,
with a total combined mass of 650 tons. The designers of
the FD mill were chosen as the preferred suppliers after
considering 27 different mill makers globally to ensure that
the new mill performs to stringent technical specification
requirements.
The mill is complemented by extensive value add, project
and fabrication operations, with the capability to handle a
full range of customer requirements in the light and medium
fabrication range, according to Robor. The company provides
estimating and turnkey supply to the sites of complex and
demanding water reticulation and structural steel projects.
“Remaining at the forefront of technology and product
development is paramount for any company who considers
themselves among market leaders. At Robor, we take this

aspect of our business
very seriously. Over the
past five years our Capital
Expenditure has been
extensive. The most
recently approved, being
the biggest Capex in the
history of Robor, was for the
replacement of the two older
mills in favour of the new
mill,” the company said in a
statement.
“The Tricom Structures
business affords us the
opportunity to supply into
various telecommunication
and power distribution
systems and has augmented
our pipe structures capabilities
with traditional steels. Robor is at the forefront of the African
steel industry and, having developed a fully integrated steel
processing facility of world class standards, we are the largest
supplier of longitudinally welded steel tube and pipe in
Southern Africa.”
Acquisitions
Last year, Robor became an equal shareholder of Mine
Support Products (MSP), manufacturer of the tube Rocprop
product range for underground mine roof support. The
company then purchased the 50% balance of shares from
DCD Dorbyl to become the sole owner of MSP. 2017 also saw
Robor enter into a joint venture with Aegion - United Pipeline
Systems, a multinational American company that provides
pipeline solutions.
As a result, the company is able to provide a wide range
of value added services. These include hot dip galvanising
for corrosion protection, pipe and tube cutting (2D and 3D),
punching, drilling, coatings and linings, pressure testing,
welding (robotic, stick and submerged arc), cutting, wrapping,
painting, packing, fabrication of certain components, and
ultrasonic testing.
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Competition Commission approves

Barnes Southern Palace’s acquisition of wire rod
products and rolled products divisions of Scaw from
the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC)
Negotiations for grinding media division to be sold to Magotteaux and
cast products division to Amsted Rail at advanced stage.

T

he Competition Commission has recommended that the
Competition Tribunal approve the proposed transaction,
with conditions, in which Barnes Southern Palace will
buy Scaw Metals Group from the Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC).
The Competition Tribunal has conditionally approved the
transaction, in terms of which Barnes Southern Palace (Pty)
Ltd will acquire Scaw South Africa (Pty) Ltd from the Industrial
Development Corporation (IDC).
The Barnes Group is active in the manufacturing of wire
and wire related products, amongst others. Barnes Southern
Palace is a wholly owned and managed black investment
holding company with diverse interests in real estate,
industrial companies, information technology, metals, mining
and construction.
Scaw is a South African based steel maker and currently
consists of the following divisions: cast products, grinding
media products, wire rod products and rolled products
divisions. Scaw beneficiates iron ore and scrap to produce a
wide range of steel products used in the mining, rail, power,
offshore oil and gas, construction, commercial and other
industrial sectors.
The commission found that the proposed transaction may
create a platform for the sharing of competitively sensitive
information between Barnes and Consolidated Wire Industries

(CWI) which is owned by the IDC, as the IDC will retain a
minority shareholding in Scaw after the merger.
In order to address information sharing concerns, the
transaction was approved subject to a condition that for as
long as the IDC is able to appoint directors to the respective
boards of CWI and Scaw, the IDC shall ensure that its
representatives on the board of Scaw are not the same
persons serving, nominated and/or appointed on any board or
management committees or subcommittees of CWI. Further,
the nominees appointed by the IDC to the board of Scaw shall
not have served on the board of directors and/or management
committees or subcommittees of CWI, for a period of one year
prior to being nominated to the board of Scaw.
Employment conditions have been put in place as well as
conditions, which will ensure that the merged entity will supply
small steel mills with direct reduced iron, which will enable
them to produce better quality steel.
Meanwhile it has been reliably learnt that negotiations
with prospective buyers for the other two divisions - cast
products and grinding media products – are at an advanced
stage. It is believed that the grinding media division is to
be sold to Magotteaux and the cast products division to
Amsted Rail.

19th International
Annual RAPDASA Conference
7 to 9 November 2018, University of Johannesburg and Resolution Circle.

F

ollowing the success of the 2017 International RAPDASA
conference, the organisers are pleased to announce the
19th Annual International RAPDASA conference. This
event will be jointly hosted by the University of Johannesburg
and Resolution Circle, on behalf of RAPDASA, and will be
held from 7 to 9 November 2018 in Johannesburg. A preconference workshop on Additive Manufacturing of Titanium
will be held on 6 November 2018.
The organising committee, on behalf of RAPDASA,
invites SMMEs, entrepreneurs, inventors, engineers, product
designers, toolmakers, production staff, technical directors
and managers from industry involved in design, development
and manufacturing of products and components to participate
or simply attend the conference. In addition, participants from
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international product development communities, academia,
national R&D and educational institutions are also invited to
attend and participate in the conference.
The theme for this year’s conference is:
“Additive manufacturing as a key driver of the 4th
Industrial Revolution”
The conference will be focusing on new technological
trends of Additive Manufacturing towards the 4th Industrial
Revolution, 4th Industrial Revolution as game-changing
thinking for Additive Manufacturing in South Africa and
Interplay of Additive Manufacturing with artificial intelligence,
internet of thing and robotics.
For further details visit www.rapdasa.org

Volkswagen Group South Africa
completes major investment
programme
Volkswagen launched its new Polo and showcased the R6.1 billion
investment in its plant and new products.

I

n August 2015, VWSA Chairman and Managing
Director, Thomas Schaefer announced an investment
of around R4.5 billion in new product and facilities.
The total investment exceeded R6.1 billion, which is
partially due to exchange rate fluctuations and the
approval of additional plant investments.
The majority of the investment spend was on
capital expenditure for production facilities, local
content tooling, quality assurance and manufacturing
equipment as well as Information Technology upgrades.
Localisation remains a key priority for VWSA, with
the new models at a 60% local content level, with
on-going plans to achieve higher levels.
Volkswagen introduced the innovative One-line
Concept for the first time as part of the investment.
Traditionally vehicles are assembled on unique
production lines. It has always been possible to build
derivatives of the same platform on one line, but to
build two completely different platforms on one line
The investment in the VWSA production facilities includes installation of
is a technical challenge, highly complex and requires
320 new robots in the Body Shop. The robots are made up of both the Kuka
new thinking and training for the employees. The
Qauntec series that have a payload of between 210 and 270 kilograms with a
introduction of the one line concept also includes a
reach between 2.7 and 3.1 metres and the Kuka Fortec series with a payload of
between 240 and 500 kilograms and a reach of between 2.8 and 3.3 metres
new integrated logistics concept. Whilst there are no
short-term financial benefits there are synergies and
“We also believe in the long term future of South Africa and
efficiencies as well as people benefits that come about
Africa, and for this reason the Volkswagen Group has created
as the result of the one line concept.
its fourth international region; the Sub Saharan Africa Region
VWSA produced 110 000 cars last year, this will increase to
with VWSA being fully responsible for the region which will have
133 000 for 2018 of which 83 000 will be exported to markets
substantial benefits for our company in South Africa. I believe
around the world. This will include not only right hand drive
that there are truly unique opportunities for us as an industry
markets but also to some left hand drive markets, especially for
that we need to grasp, specifically here. As the automotive
the Polo GTI. Maximum annual plant capacity is expected to be
industry goes through radical change with electrification,
reached with a three shift operation of some 160 000 vehicles,
autonomous driving, digitalisation etc. we must be ready to
in 2019.
grasp these opportunities in Sub Saharan Africa,” added Mr
Schaefer.
The Volkswagen Group retained its number one position
in the passenger market for the 7th consecutive year in 2017,
achieving a 21.8% market share. One in every 5 cars bought by
South Africans last year is either a Volkswagen or an Audi. The
Volkswagen brand in the run-out year, of its volume models, the
Polo and Polo Vivo achieved a share of 18.9% meaning that
the Volkswagen brand was the passenger market leader, even
without its sister brand Audi.
The Polo Vivo and Polo have also been ranked the best
selling cars in South Africa since launching in 2010. That is for
seven consecutive years. They are being replaced by the new
Polo, launched at the event and the new Polo Vivo, which is due
to be launched in March.
“No doubt these will fare even better in the market in 2018
which we see increasing slightly to some 375 000 passenger
A weld gun
cars from the 368 000 in 2017”, commented Thomas Schaefer.
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Recycling your
metals matters

S

outh Africans used more than 198 000 tons of metal
cans, foil trays and aerosols during 2016 alone. MetPacSA, the material recovery organisation representing the
steel, tinplate and aluminium packaging industries in South
Africa, is reminding South Africans that recycling their metals
matters to the thousands of schools, collectors and convertors
who earn a living from recycling this material.
“Metal packaging is one of the world’s most valuable
materials for collectors and recyclers. This packaging material
continues to be in high demand and can readily be found in
and around the home and includes cooldrink cans, food tins
(including pet food), foil trays, empty aerosols canisters, metal
bottle tops and foil wrap,” says Delanie Bezuidenhout, CEO of
MetPac-SA.
According to the latest figures released by Packaging SA,
South Africa has an impressive recovery rate for used beverage
cans, which currently sits at around 73% (up from 70% in
2015) - one of the leaders in the world. For the past five
years, metals packaging has consistently outperformed glass,
paper and plastic by recording the highest recovery rate and
diversion from landfill. Whilst South Africans have an already
impressive track record when it comes to recycling their metal
cans, MetPac-SA is now also appealing to people to think
about the quality of their recycling as well as the quantity.

“The metals packaging industry has managed to develop
a true circular economy whereby the material that is collected
and recycled, is used to produce new products at a far lower
cost to the environment than making them from raw materials.
Every time metal passes through the recycling loop, the
benefits are repeated, again and again and again!”
Recycling metal packaging helps save valuable and scarce
natural resources, energy and greenhouse gas emissions.
Twenty recycled cans can be made with the energy needed to
produce one new can using primary aluminium ingot. Similarly,
recycling one beverage can saves the amount of energy
needed to burn a 100 watt bulb for four hours, or to run a TV
for four hours.
“It is important to remember that both the quality and
quantity of the materials that enter our waste stream impact
the value. The cleaner the food or drink can that gets thrown
into the recycling bag, the higher the value will be for the
collectors and the recyclers. For this reason, we are reminding
residents try to clean out their cans as much as possible
before recycling them. Because South Africa is a water-scarce
country, you should use your used dishwashing-up water and
not clean tap water. Every can that is recycled ends up making
a big difference in the end,” said Bezuidenhout.
For more information visit www.metpac.org.za

Gordhan lashes out at Denel
as it begs for R3 billion lifeline

S

tate arms manufacturer Denel recently pleaded for an
equity injection as it briefed MPs on its results for the
past year. But former finance minister Pravin Gordhan
flatly countered that the company's dire financials were linked
to its dealings with the Gupta family who are believed to have
corrupted key parastatals.
Gordhan said these allegations had dented business
confidence around Denel, and cash alone could not fix the
problem.
“The story of state capture has impacted on confidence,”
Gordhan said as members of Parliament’s portfolio committee on public enterprises responded to the financial report.
“A new board needs to be appointed with no emails linked
to them, or visits to Dubai. Otherwise we keep asking the CFO
and the CEO to do the impossible,” he said, adding that in the
current financial climate it was hard to see where the funds
for a bailout would be found.
Earlier Gordhan remarked that the defiance shown
towards him in his capacity as finance minister by Denel
chairman Daniel Mantsha around a partnership with close
Gupta associate Salim Essa had been unprecedented.
“Mr Mantsha was very vocal in 2016-17, precisely at the
time when the Gupta emails indicated he had a close relationship with the Guptas, particularly at the time when Denel Asia
was at play,” he said.
Gordhan was referring to a joint venture Denel sought to
pursue with Denel-Asia, fronted by Essa, in the absence of
approval from National Treasury, which eventually shut down

the deal.
“No CEO has ever challenged a sitting minister as he did,
and that was as a result of his relationship with the Gupta
family, which impacts on his credibility.”
Mantsha said the impasse between National Treasury
and Denel had been resolved, to which Gordhan replied that
lawmakers needed to know the details of how that happened
as it related to management which in turn impacted on the
company’s financial health.
“We are speaking in generalities. Financials cannot be
separated from some issues I have mentioned. We cannot put
a Chinese wall between the two.”
Documents submitted to the committee by Denel said it
needed a R3 billion capital injection.
Chief financial officer Odwa Mhlwana said the company’s cash flow crisis was due in part to lenders cancelling
agreements, forcing it to repay R756 million ‘in the last few
months’ that had been designed as five-year loans.
It severely hampered its ability to pay suppliers, who were
now demanding cash transfers before delivery, he added.
Mhlwana said company’s order book had declined to R19
billion and needed to be at R35 billion for Denel to be a sustainable business.
“Our cash levels are absolutely inadequate,” he told the
committee.
“We ar still a far cry from where we need to be to make
this business sustainable. The profitability level needs to
increase between eight and 12 per cent.”

Evraz Highveld Iron Plant 1

at Highveld Industrial Park up for sale

N

ot long ago, the Highveld Steel iron plant was a place of
flames, fire, thunder and lightning. That was until it was
placed into business rescue in April 2015.
However, a business strategy was set in motion to convert
the steel complex into the Highveld Industrial Park and to see
the park capitalise on its strategic location and key facilities.
The current strategy includes the selling of strategic assets
and the lease of workshops and other facilities on site and
currently there are in excess of twenty tenants on site.
One of the key strategic assets for sale at the Highveld
Industrial Park is Iron Plant 1, which Highveld is currently in
the process of seeking potential purchasers for, according
to a notice on the Evraz Highveld website and a news report
in Engineering News. This asset offers investors a unique
opportunity to acquire a versatile, state-of-the-art smelter
plant capable of profitably producing a range of products
including pig iron, ferro alloys and valuable slag by-products
from fines.
The smelter plant boasts three modern open slag bath
furnaces, as well as 10 pre-reduction or preheating kilns.
There is significant flexibility in operation as it is possible
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to spilt the plant into different product streams. With an
estimated ramp-up to full production in approximately 12 to16
weeks, the lead time to market is significantly reduced when
compared to the construction of a similar sized smelter plant.
The Iron Plant is situated in the ideal location in the
heartland of South Africa’s mining and power producing hub
and is also linked to national roads and highways, including
the N4. The industrial park also owns a private rail siding
linked to the major rail networks.
Highveld Industrial Park’s infrastructure is perfectly
designed to cater for the successful bidder of Iron Plant 1,
as it includes a 350 MW mVA direct supply of electricity from
Eskom and a direct supply of reasonably priced raw water
supplied directly from the municipal dam through a dedicated
pipeline, as well as water purification facilities to deliver
potable water.
Energy and chemical group Sasol supply methane-rich
gas, while gas producers African Oxygen and Air Liquide, with
plants located on the premises, can supply industrial gas
such as oxygen, nitrogen and argon.

Ford’s new off-road,
performance pick-up bakkie
Ranger Raptor revealed

T

he Raptor will be produced at Ford Motor Company of
Southern Africa's (FMCSA’s) Silverton plant, in Pretoria, as
part of a R3 billion investment announced late last year,
aimed at expanding Ranger production at the facility.
Ford unveiled its first performance-tuned Ranger Raptor
at a world debut in Bangkok, Thailand recently. More exciting
is the fact that this bakkie will also be built locally at the
automaker’s Silverton factory in Pretoria.
Capacity at the plant will increase from 100 000 units a
year to 167 000 units a year.
FMCSA will produce the Raptor for the local markets, as
well as export markets in sub-Saharan Africa.
While the Ranger Raptor has been hugely anticipated, and
is most certainly a striking bakkie, South African motorists
could be puzzled by the fact that it's is only available with a
2.0-litre bi-turbo diesel. However, the automaker is convinced

the smaller engine is the best option for its new bakkie.
The purpose-built, desert-racing-inspired Raptor forms part
of the Ford performance brand, with other members of the
club being the well-known ST, RS and GT derivatives.
The Raptor will be available in the local market in 2019
The Ford Ranger was South Africa’s second best-selling
vehicle in 2017 - following the Hilux at number one - with sales
of 32 811 units. Ranger exports reached 57 311 units. Raptor
sales are likely to boost Ford’s sales numbers in South Africa,
considering the enduring popularity of bakkies in the local
market.
Along with the continued local investment, it has also been
confirmed that the thrilling, first-ever Ford Ranger Raptor will
be produced in South Africa when it hits the market in 2019,
introducing an entirely new level of off-road performance and
capability to the one-ton pickup segment.

South Africa’s seven light vehicle

manufacturers plan to launch venture fund
R3.5 billion empowerment venture fund to be launched in auto sector this year.

S

outh Africa’s seven light vehicle manufacturers plan to
launch a R3.5 billion venture fund this year, aimed at
boosting black economic empowerment in the domestic
automotive manufacturing industry, according to local
newspaper reports.
The seven manufacturers are BMW, Ford, Toyota,
Mercedes-Benz, Isuzu, Nissan and Volkswagen. They are all
100% owned by their parent companies abroad.
Long-term motor industry policy in SA must set
incremental, "achievable" gains for black participation and
ownership, says Trade and Industry Minister Rob Davies.
Speaking in Port Elizabeth recently, where he attended
the official launch of Isuzu SA as an independent vehicle
manufacturer, Davies said future policy must build on existing
gains and not set unrealistic targets.
That’s why, he said, the government was sympathetic
to vehicle manufacturers’ offer of a R3.5 billion fund to pay
for development of black-owned automotive dealerships
and components suppliers. The proposal is a counter-offer
to the government’s earlier request for multinational motor
companies to cede part of their South African subsidiaries to
local black partners.
BMW Group South Africa (BMW SA) and sub-Saharan
Africa CEO Tim Abbott said in Pretoria recently that the
seven manufacturers were not in a position to surrender any
percentage of ownership to South African investors, black or
white.
The venture fund was an attempt to address government’s
push for increased empowerment in the local automotive

industry, especially as the Department of Trade and Industry
(DTI) was expected to announce a new government support
programme for the automotive industry later this year.
Abbott said current planning was for the venture fund to
have a black fund manager, with the vehicle manufacturers
and government working alongside this manager to select
projects to benefit from the fund.
Benefits could include funding and/or mentoring
Potential sectors that could benefit from the fund included
security, logistics, dealerships and component manufacturing.
“This fund could potentially further increase the number
of locally made components on vehicles produced in South
Africa,” said Abbott.
He noted that the fund still required a number of
approvals, such as legal buy-in from all the manufacturers’
parent companies.
“From there we’ll go to the DTI to present our plan.”
Abbott said the fund was not part of government’s new
incentive plan, the Automotive Masterplan, set to replace the
current Automotive Production and Development Programme.
It did, however, compliment the masterplan.
“We already have the sign-off from the BMW head office in
Germany,” he added.
The automotive industry is the largest manufacturing
sector in South Africa’s economy and is said to currently
employ about 300 000 people; 31 000 of them in vehicle
assembly, 82 000 in component manufacturing and the rest
in retail.
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A tale of two businesses:
Evolving into a supplier to
your suppliers

SI Systems have been integrating security, monitoring and controlling systems
and platforms into the commercial and industrial space since 2001.

T

he emphasis of the business
experience in the industry we
is to design, install and
have developed a Building
maintain systems such as
Management System (BMS
camera surveillance, access
system). The objective
control, fire and intruder
of the BMS system is to
alarms, lighting and even power
manage the sub-systems
consumption. Site surveys,
within a building to ensure a
total design, project planning,
pleasant, controlled and safe
installation and associated civil
environment. A BMS system
works, network cabling (fibre and
can control all or some of the
copper), as-built and operational
following in a building: HVAC,
documentation, maintenance,
CCTV, access control, fire and
commissioning, training and the
intruder alarms, lighting and
facilitation of SLA agreements
even power consumption.”
all form part of the company’s
“With the evolution of
service offerings.
the smartphone, we have
“SI Systems has facilitated
the opportunity to improve
In the centre is owner Casper Combrink. To his right is Casper’s
and implemented these systems
notification systems to
wife Tania who looks after the financial and admin side
for clients that are involved in
include vital information
of the business. To Casper’s left is Tinus Oosthuizen the
diverse areas of business such
along with the standard
Production Manager of the company, who has been
as health care, utility, telecoms,
message. Imagine having
with the company since 2007
manufacturing, banking, mining
real-time access to a machine
and government. All of them
and production status from
have different requirements in terms of what they need
home or your holiday cabin. The idea sounds very desirable
and want out of their system, some more high-tech than
and is achievable these days. But, like an iceberg, there is
others. The common
more to it than meets
denominator though
the eye, and what you
is knowledge matters
don’t see is far more
and communicating
important than what
that knowledge is even
you do.”
more important. And
it’s not about keeping
The birth of
that knowledge to
Imisebenzi Steel-Worx
yourself,” said SI
“Similarly,
Systems founder
designing and
Casper Combrink.
installing the systems
“The world
that SI Systems’
has changed and
business has
security, monitoring
been built around,
and controlling
involves a multitude
is a big aspect of
of hardware having
any organisation.
been sourced and/
Protecting your people
or manufactured,
and assets is a must
installed and then
and non-negotiable,
getting everything to
whether you are in the
talk to each other with
UK, Australia or South
the software you use.
Imisebenzi has recently purchased a CNC Clear Cut FS plasma table with a
Africa.”
But it is the brackets,
Hypertherm XPR300 plasma cutting system that has allowed the company to
expand the scope of the business
“Through our
poles, masts, flanges 
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and many other auxiliary
fixtures, enclosures,
shields and fittings that
have to be detailed and
manufactured. This is
more of a challenge
than you would normally
associate with installing
a security system.”
“Sheet metal
design. These three
simple words can have
a tremendous impact
on a company’s bottom
line. Ideally, effective,
innovative, and creative
sheet metal design
ideas come early in the
product design phase,
because those ideas
will influence the entire
project, from the point of

market became more
competitive. We were not
the biggest consumers
of metal so were not a
priority. The situation
made us realise that
we would have to take
control of this side of the
business.”
“This led to the
birth of our own metal
processing subsidiary
Imisebenzi Steel-Worx in
2015. In the beginning
the processing we did
was very rudimentary
where we did a bit of
manual pipe bending
and welding. We also
The Hypertherm XPR300 plasma cutting system
purchased a couple
of Chinese origin press
brakes but these have
been a big disappointment and were not one of the best
decisions we made.”

One of the products that the company manufactures –
an alarm control box

manufacturing to the product’s end use.”
“Additionally, effective sheet metal design should not set
out to eliminate bending or welding, but instead uncover the
most cost-effective ways to manufacture a component. The
best designs exploit the strengths of these processes and
minimise their weaknesses. The designer’s goal should be
to maintain design intent while maximising manufacturing
efficiency, and reducing or simplifying bending and welding
can often help.”
“In our business the designer must also take into account
the appearance and aesthetic value of the metal work, while
not losing the function that it is intended for. Requests for
systems that tend to stand out, sending a clear, somewhat
harsh message are very limited. The feel is to create a
system that blends into its environment yet still provides
functionality.”
“Getting this message across to our suppliers was
becoming a challenge. We are designers and installers
of systems so we relied on a number of suppliers and
subcontractors to understand how we were thinking. Getting
them to adapt and change to our needs was becoming
more and more difficult. We understood that they have to
buy metal in large quantities and then made their money by
processing the metal but at low margins, especially as the
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Purchase of a CNC Clear Cut FS plasma table with a
Hypertherm XPR300 plasma system
“However, Imisebenzi took a giant leap forward in its
processing capabilities in mid-2017 when we purchased a
CNC Clear Cut FS plasma table with a bed size of 4 100mm
x 2 100mm after seeking advice from the Hypertherm
representative in South Africa.”
“The table is equipped with the Hypertherm XPR300
plasma system, which we believe is the first to be supplied in
South Africa.”
“Laser cutting is renowned for delivering excellent fine
feature and hole cutting thanks to its narrow kerf, roughly
0.2mm to 0.4mm on mild steel with oxygen and even
narrower when using nitrogen to cut mild steel up to 25mm in
thickness. Fiber laser also produces excellent cut angularity
and can cut to very tight tolerances, in the range of 0.2mm.”
“However, Hypertherm’s invention of high definition
class cutting, along with continued advances in torch and
consumable technology and the introduction of XD technology
in 2008, are responsible for markedly improving the cut
capabilities of plasma over the past two decades. And
now a new class of plasma cutting, called X-Definition™, is
further enhancing plasma’s ability to tackle high precision

Components that have been cut on the new
CNC Clear Cut FS plasma table



applications. When installed on a high quality cutting
machine, equipped with linear ways and elliptical racks,
for example, Hypertherm’s new XPR300™ plasma system,
featuring X-Definition cutting, is capable of maintaining ISO
9013 Class 1 and 2 tolerances and ISO 9013 Range 2 and
3 cut quality.”
“Further, an XPR300 plasma system can deliver edge
surface finish that is generally smoother than fiber laser in
the thicker ranges and extremely consistent edge quality
over the full life of a consumable set.”
“The XPR300 300 amp mild steel process remains
in Range 3 for nearly its entire process life of 1368
20-second cuts on 20mm plate.”
“As plasma kerfs can range from 1.5mm thickness
on very thin metal and up to about 5mm on 25mm thick
material at 300 amps, a laser system can actually be
the best option if extremely fine feature cutting or small
holes (with a less than 1:1 thickness to diameter ratio) are
required. But, if high quality perimeter cuts are called for,
and tolerances in the range of 0.5mm are acceptable, the
higher cut speeds associated with plasma, especially when
cutting material thicker than 10mm, could make plasma
The Shock Box is a tamper proof enclosure and houses the
necessary electrical components needed for electric fencing. They
are very sophisticated these days and can be operated remotely and
are also able to run on solar power

Components for the security business

a better option. At this thickness, for example, a 170amp
plasma X-Definition process would deliver high quality cuts at
speeds two times faster than a 4kW fiber laser using oxygen.”
“In addition, Hypertherm’s invention of the True Hole®
process for mild steel in 2008 and further refined with the
launch of the XPR300 provides the ability to easily fabricate
bolt ready holes down to a diameter-to-thickness ratio of 1:1.”
“Another application which favours plasma is bevel cutting.
Especially with the advent of True Bevel™ technology, it has
become much more feasible to cost-effectively bevel cut
right on the cutting machine and eliminate secondary
operations. And, because cutting bevel angles increases
the effective thickness of the plate being cut, plasma
can have a significant advantage.”
“In addition, it is important to consider the initial
investment cost associated with an X-Definition plasma
system as compared to laser.”
“Beyond this, plasma is a much more forgiving
process when it comes to cutting so called ‘dirty’ steel
such as plate with oxidation and other imperfections.
It really makes no difference to the plasma arc. This
is not true, however, with fiber laser. Lastly, while
plasma does require personal safety devices for noise
and glare protection, fiber laser systems require the
construction of a safety enclosure around the entire
system to protect from the potential harm of the fiber
laser beam.”
Strategic partner for suppliers
“Our expansion plans for Imisebenzi have come
about faster than we envisaged. We initially started the

company to process components in small quantities that we
were struggling to source and meet our own demands. We
were either sourcing these components from subcontracting
service centres or from our suppliers of the other hardware
that we needed for our systems, who in turn would source
them from subcontracting service centres.”
“It became clear to us that our suppliers were struggling
to get on-time deliveries of components such as the
brackets and flanges, for not only us but also for their
own requirements. It was one of the main reasons that we
established Imisebenzi but we did not foresee the potential to
become suppliers to our suppliers.”
“At the beginning of 2017 we moved into our own 1 000m²
factory in Apex Industrial, Gauteng. Once we purchased the
CNC Clear Cut FS plasma table with a Hypertherm XPR300
plasma cutting system we knew we would have excess cutting
capacity and of course so did our suppliers. It did not take
long to further our relationship as strategic partners.”

Imisebenzi also has a couple of Chinese origin press brakes
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Imisebenzi also manufactures electric fencing

Expanding the scope of Imisebenzi
“The purchase of the CNC Clear Cut FS plasma table
with a Hypertherm XPR300 plasma cutting system has also
allowed us to expand the scope of the business. Over and
above the requirements that we need for our normal security,
monitoring and controlling systems, we are now able to offer
our services to cut mild steel up to 80mm, aluminium up to
50mm and stainless steel up to 75mm. Our pierce capacities
are 45mm for mild steel and 38mm for both aluminium and
stainless steel.”
“Added to this we have pipe and tube bending, welding
and bending services that we can offer. In a sense we have
become a fabricator with assembly services and we love to
get involved in custom manufacturing for a client.”
“However, it has also enabled us to develop other products
that we would not normally have contemplated manufacturing
before our capital expenditure. Enclosures for the power and
computer industries, is one example. With both our electrical
and metal processing experience we have developed a
product that we call the Shock Box.”
“The Shock Box is used mainly in conjunction where
fencing is required i.e. on both game and agricultural farms.
The Shock Box is tamper proof and houses the necessary
electrical components needed for electric fencing. They are
very sophisticated these days and can be operated remotely
and also run on solar power.”
“This is one of a few new products that we are
manufacturing and introducing.”
“Going forward we will continue to expand by adding
more process services with the purchase of other equipment.

Imisebenzi is a fabricator that offers cutting, bending,
welding and pipe bending
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“The purchase of the CNC Clear Cut
FS plasma table with a Hypertherm
XPR300 plasma cutting system has
also allowed us to expand the scope
of the business. Over and above
the requirements that we need for
our normal security, monitoring and
controlling systems, we are now able
to offer our services to cut mild steel
up to 80mm, aluminium up to 50mm
and stainless steel up to 75mm.”
Although we have only been in this factory a short while we
can see that we are going to have to acquire more space
under roof.”
“Currently we only have eight staff but this will also
grow as we expand Imisebenzi. It only makes up 40% of the
turnover at the moment but this will change as more and
more engineering companies become aware of the services
we offer.”
For further details contact Imisebenzi Steel-Worx on
TEL: 011 892 1548 or visit www.sisystems.co.za

Masts ready to be installed at a client

Finding a niche

in the supply chain
For a number of years steel suppliers and service centres have been diversifying
and encroaching into areas that were traditionally occupied by their clients.

O

f course, when
you push more
manufacturing
processes (as well as
engineering services) down
or up the supply chain,
you increase risk. Some
companies bring in more
processes either through
direct machinery purchases
and others via company
acquisition, which in turn
increases the customer
base. Whatever happens
it has got to make good
business sense because
upsetting your clients could
do long-term damage. The
idea is to find your niche in
Production Manager Vasco Rechestre, Director Igor Rogerio and
the supply chain and make
Sales Manager Victor Thorpe
sure it works for you.
ITL Stainless & Steel
Services regards itself as an architectural steel company,
fabricating and installing both mild steel and stainless steel
products. In its relatively short history the company has
completed some impressive projects. When the company was
setup in 2010 the emphasis was on project management,
design, shop detailing, fabrication, abrasive blast cleaning
and corrosion protection and erection capabilities. This is still
very much the focus of the company but through necessity ITL
Stainless & Steel Services now offers more.
“Fabrication and erection of steel structures for the
commercial, industrial, mining and power sectors can be very
challenging because construction companies and structural
engineers are always demanding.
It involves diligent
processing

of various types and sizes
of material and of course
on time delivery and
erection. There are also
many different cutting and
fabricating processes that
have to be incorporated. In
some cases you might have
to process 70 tons of steel
just for one project. But once
the project is complete it is
very rewarding to see the
outcome,” said Director Igor
Rogerio.
“Machine developers
have done a great job of
automating many of the
operations associated with
structural steel processing
over the years. Automated
cutting, drilling, and marking
are widely adopted in

The Peddinghaus Peddiline 600/3 beam sawing and
drilling line is equipped with a Peddinghaus 510 DG
automatic band saw

ITL Stainless & Steel Services
have recently purchased a
JFY TFC 6020S fiber laser
that has a bed size of
6 000mm x 2 000mm
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the industry. Structural steel processing and
fabricating is in a phase where the aim is to keep
human intervention to an absolute minimum.”
“Some might argue that several heavy-duty
fabricators are already there in their effort to
eliminate waste. They point to automated coping,
cutting, drilling, and marking machines - all connected
with automated material handling systems to limit the
need for lift trucks and overhead cranes - that prepare
structural steel members just as the CAD programmes
dictate.”


The second addition to ITL Stainless & Steel Services’ capital
equipment inventory that the company has recently purchased
is a JFY 400 ton 3.1metre press brake. The HPR model hydraulic
press brake offers a bending force of 400 tons and a
bending length of 3 100mm

ITL Stainless & Steel Services uses a Peddinghaus Peddiline 600/3
beam sawing and drilling line to process beam

“Those same people would be overlooking a major flaw
in their argument, however. A good chunk of time - some
say as much as half of the time to process a structural steel
beam - is spent on layout and welding. It’s not a conspiracy
that automation has yet to be fully applied to the end of the
structural steel fabricating line. It’s just that structural steel
fabricators know working with such large and sometimes
inconsistent steel beams doesn’t lend itself to easy-to-create
automated solutions.”
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Included in the ITL Stainless & Steel Services
equipment lineup is a Peddinghaus CNC Anglemaster
heavy angle iron and plate processing line

ITL Stainless & Steel Services also has a Bystronic Bystar 4015 CO2 laser
cutting machine that is equipped with a Bystronic Byloader 4025 for automatic
loading. The machine has a 3kW source and a 4 000 x 1 500mm bed size

“Despite this the basic requirements of structural steel
fabrication has not have changed much over the last 20 to 30
years. Traditionally steel fabricating companies were primarily
large operations with hundreds of workers. Although most
moved toward faster production rates by installing automated,
special-purpose equipment, such as saws or a beam line, they
were best equipped to handle large jobs. So when the next big
project didn’t come through things could get rough.”
“Many of today’s structural fabrication shops look quite
different today than they did back then. They are generally
smaller in both footprint and staff size, yet still remain highly
capable and competitive. Market pressures and technological
advances have spurred this big change.”
“Today, the vast majority of structural steel fabricators
operate out of smaller facilities and employ just 20 to 50
people. This model allows these companies to pick up smaller
jobs and change direction quickly, both of which make it
easier to deal with economic slowdowns. The increase in the
number of small and medium-size fabrication shops has also
given the industry as a whole more flexibility. Smaller projects
have local suppliers readily available. And when a large
project comes along, it’s not uncommon for several smaller
fabricators to form a team to take on the job.”
“However, this has resulted in many of the companies

The first piece of equipment that ITL Stainless & Steel Services
purchased was a Clear Cut plasma table with a Hypertherm Hyspeed
Plasma HSD130 cutting system. This machine is still very much in use
on a full time basis today
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becoming very versatile in the services that they offer. Not
only have they advanced in terms of amount of time they
spend on a piece of steel - trying to lower their labour hours
per ton, which may be the only cost they really can control
these days - but they have got into laser and plasma cutting
so that they can cover their own requirements when awarded
a big contract, as well as become a general sheet metal
service centre to supplement turnover in the lean times. This
is over and above the processes and fabrication services they
offer for beam processing.”
Plant hire
“This is exactly what we have done and it is a necessity
these days, to survive. We have even taken it further by
building a plant hire company - ITL Plant Hire - that is run by
my brother Ricky. The company has a growing fleet of cranes
between 7 ton and 220 ton and boom lengths of up to 105
metre reach. When not in use for our erection capabilities the
equipment is hired out.”
“Both businesses stem from the company that my
father started over 30 years ago. ITL Task Labour is a full
service industrial construction company providing project
management, development and construction management
services to customers in the resource development,

ITL Stainless & Steel Services makes use of a
Ficep Tipo-B/25 CNC punching and thermal (plasma) plate
coping machine, purchased from Retecon Machine Tools



Also on the production floor is a Ficep Excalibur-12
CNC single spindle beam drill line

A staff member uses an oxygen acetylene cutting torch to
cut off a piece of metal at the end of a beam

“Today, the vast majority of structural
steel fabricators operate out of
smaller facilities and employ just 20
to 50 people. This model allows these
companies to pick up smaller jobs
and change direction quickly, both
of which make it easier to deal with
economic slowdowns. The increase in
the number of small and medium-size
fabrication shops has also given the
industry as a whole more flexibility.”

processing and manufacturing industries.”
“Additionally, ITL Task Labour has a recruitment division
that provides skilled and unskilled labour for the industries
that it deals with. This includes artisans of all types,
still very much in use on a full time basis today.
boilermakers, welders, drivers and many others. This is
But the company directors had bigger ideas and plans
an important aspect of the industry these days because
for the company. The plasma acquisition was soon followed
companies cannot afford to employ full time staff when they
by the purchase of a second hand Bystronic Bystar 4015
are not involved in a project but need the staff as soon as
CO2 laser cutting machine that is equipped with a Bystronic
they are awarded a contract.”
Byloader 4025 for automatic loading. The machine has a
“All three companies
3kW source and a 4 000
feed off each other
x 1 500mm bed size.
and the mission of all
Shortly thereafter the
three companies is to
company purchased a
deploy resources with
Peddinghaus Peddiline
necessary skills to
600/3 beam sawing
reshape and redefine
and drilling line and
the parameters of the
a Peddinghaus CNC
services we provide.”
Anglemaster heavy angle
ITL Stainless &
iron and plate processing
Steel Services was only
line from an auction.
established eight years
In between there
ago but now processes
were a couple of
between 150 and 200
bandsaws, welding
tons per month. The
machines, a press brake,
first piece of equipment
a plate roller, a guillotine
that the company
and other metal
purchased was a Clear
processing machines
Cut plasma table with
that were purchased.
a Hypertherm Hyspeed
Then came the
Plasma HSD130 cutting
purchase of a Ficep
Fabrication and erection of steel structures for the commercial, industrial,
system. This machine is
Excalibur-12 CNC single 
mining and power sectors is the core of ITL Stainless & Steel Services business
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spindle beam drill line supplied by Retecon Machine Tools.
At the same time the company purchased a Ficep Tipo-B/25
CNC punching and thermal (plasma) plate coping machine.
“The purchase of all this equipment set us up very nicely
to process material for all the requirements that we needed
for our structural steel business, which includes both new
projects and maintenance. Some of the projects we have
been involved in include public works department buildings,
commuter train stations, university buildings, a factory for
an OEM truck and bus assembler, office blocks, industrial
property developments and various warehousing factories
and residential complexes.”
Move to new factory
With the company growing at a relatively fast pace it
became necessary to move to a bigger factory. This happened
in 2016 when a 9 000m² site in Tulisa Park, Johannesburg
was purchased.
“There were existing buildings on the site that we could
make use of. All we did was add on an office block section.
In total we have 4 000m² under roof to work with. However,
the flow of material from arriving to leaving, once processed,
was not quite right so we are adding an additional section to
the factory. This section will be ready for use in a couple of
months.”
“Mastering the flow of work/material through your shop is
one of your most important tasks. Flow is being able to stand
back and see all material moving rather than languishing in
racks or sitting on the floor causing havoc.”
“It does help that the primary function of the business is
processing structural steel so these two additions have been
done by ourselves, which has kept the costs down.”
New JFY fiber laser and press brake
“Although the main focus of the company is on fabricating
and installing both mild steel and stainless steel products for
construction type projects we have diversified recently, which
at the end of the day is linked to the core of the business. We
have manufactured balustrades, staircases, spiral staircases,
bollards, protective barriers, sliding gates and swing gates for
construction companies and general engineering companies
that we deal with.”
“The idea is to build up this side of the business, as well
as offer service centre capabilities. To facilitate this new
direction we have recently purchased a JFY TFC 6020S fiber
laser that has a bed size of 6 000mm x 2 000mm. JFY is
a Chinese equipment manufacturer that has Trumpf as its
majority shareholder. The machine is powered by the Trumpf
TruDisk and features other German technology and this was
one of the main reasons that we decided to purchase a JFY

Fabrication of an exterior ladder

ITL Stainless & Steel Services offer fabrication and
service centre services

machine.”
“The second addition to our capital equipment inventory
that we have purchased and which is currently being installed
is a JFY 400 ton 3.1metre press brake. The HPR model
hydraulic press brake offers a bending force of 400 tons and
a bending length of 3 100mm.”
“Both of these pieces of equipment have been purchased
from Puma Machine Tools and we understand that they are
the first JFY machines with these type of specifications to be
installed in South Africa.”
“This investment is going to give emphasis and capacity to
our capabilities of processing mild steel and stainless steel.
We are now in a position of being able to process at least
300 tons of metal a month while also offering fabricating
services.”
“We are adapting to the market conditions by providing
value-added services while at the same time expanding our
footprint. Our core customers will remain the same and our
business model is to remain a fabricator and installer. These
days survival hinges on value-added services, and the more a
company can offer, the better. We are minimising our risk and
making the equipment that we have on our floor pay for the
space that it takes up.”
“Buying metal in large quantities, selling that inventory
in small quantities, and making a little money is not what we
are about. Besides we are too small to order directly from the
mills.”
“We currently process about 70% mild steel a month and
the rest is taken up with stainless steel. Besides processing
beams, plate up to certain limits and sheet, we can also
process piping on a limited scale. All other services such
as shot blasting etc. are outsourced. We do have our own
transport and with our sister company services readily
available we have found a niche in the supply chain.”
For further details ITL Stainless & Steel Services on
TEL: 011 435 0423 or visit www.stainlessandsteel.co.za
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Pride and appreciation at
Adlam Engineering

You get one shot to make a first impression. One opportunity to show your customers
and suppliers that you provide a steady, reliable product that will generate repeat business.
How do you make this happen?

M

anufacturing
Good
a reliable
housekeeping
and quality
identifies visual
product is one
accountability
option. But that is
During my
only a percentage of
career as an
the total package.
editor I have been
Lead-time and
fortunate enough
delivery reliability is
to visit a number
another aspect to
of engineering
differentiate oneself
businesses that
from the competition.
have metalworking
Competitive pricing
as their primary
is another. In the
focus. I can
normal course of
forgive the foundry
business there are
operations for not
many paradigms
having a neat and
that I can give but
tidy manufacturing
one always forgets
area because of
one of the most
the nature of the
important ones: The
process that is
visual impression.
involved. But for
Many times the visual
all those metal
Directors Tommie, Rudie (CEO) and Thomas Adlam in front the Doosan DBC 130L II,
impression is also
forming and shaping
an all-purpose 4-axis column type horizontal NC boring machine,
always the first one and
companies there
which was installed in 2017
the lasting one.
should be no excuse.
From the moment
Housekeeping
you enter through the security
should be an essential element
door into the production
of the daily schedule and
area at Adlam Engineering
they will soon witness the
you are taken aback. You
benefits of efficiency,
immediately ask yourself:
experience fewer workHow can this place be so
related injuries and have
clean and organised because
better communication
in reality it is a machine
and attitudes among
shop? Removing and shaping
workers. Most importantly,
metal on machines that use
they are bound to benefit
oil and other fluids, and as a
from cost savings.
result have metal chips flying
With industry working
all over the place, is the primary
to be more efficient, due to
function of the company. Sure,
fewer employees available
it is not the intensive care unit
to complete the work, and
in a medical facility or the retail
using equipment to its fullest
outlet where you go and buy your
potential, manufacturing
jewellery. But for a metal industrial
organisations are seeking
engineering environment the first
to be more intentional about
impression you get is for all intents
processes that impact the
and purposes, the intensive care unit
bottom line.
or jewellery shop of the metal working
Much of this is driven by 5S
environment. And it leaves a very positive
Good Housekeeping practices.
All types of material are machined
and lasting impression.
What does this refer to? A short
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Conveniently situated through careful planning in close proximity to
the various machining lines is the quality control department, which
also takes care of marking of components for traceability purposes

OEM pump related castings that will be machined by
Adlam Engineering

“We find a way to do any job for any customer at a high standard of quality.
Having worked in the past with large-scale organisations the company sees
opportunities across a range of industries. There are major opportunities for sheet
metal fabrication in the various sectors of the automotive, locomotive, aviation and
catering industries. Our current quality and BBBEE ratings place us as an ideal
partner for collaboration with larger entities.”
definition is that 5S, or the
five pillars of the visual
workplace, is a systematic
process of workplace
organisation. A method
developed by the Japanese,
it works in relation with
lean manufacturing so that
organisations can Sort,
Set in order, Shine (clean),
Standardise and Sustain
the process to complete the
work in the most efficient
manner for just-in-time
deliveries.
Whether Adlam
Engineering has followed
the 5S Good Housekeeping
practices or not I did not
find out but it certainly is
evident that they are doing
something in their own way.
Established in 1974, by
Tom Adlam together with
his father, Tom Adlam and
his brother Conrad Adlam,
Adlam Engineering began in
a small workshop in Pomona
(a suburb of Kempton Park,
Gauteng) that they rented
with only one employee. The
three of them started off
as a partnership and later
converted their partnership
to a proprietary limited
company in 1978. Younger
brother Rudie Adlam also

Adlam Engineering has two large Doosan CNC vertical boring mills
that are capable of handling a capacity of 15 tons on the bed

joined the company in later years,
making it a true family business,
which it still is today.
Rudie Adlam is the current
MD/CEO. He is ably assisted
by his son Tommie. Tommie,
who has officially been with the
company for over 24 years, has
in actual fact spent a great deal
longer there if you count the
time he spent at the company
during his school years. Rudie
also has his nephew Thomas
(the late Tom’s son) running the
business with him and a fellow
Director. Keeping it in the family
Tommie’s brother-in-law Christo
du Preez is the General Manager.
Tommie’s sister Rina du Preez
and Thomas’s sister Riana Braun
are also part of the team.
“We take it even further with
our family values because there
are a number of guys on the floor
who have a brother or relation
working for us as well. As we
are a private company it is not a
case of nepotism but rather one
of trust. We are a relatively big
company now - we employ 195
staff - and need to have reliable
and trustworthy staff.”
Adlam Engineering’s 11
000m² factory in Boksburg
East has enough floor space
to implement world class
manufacturing practices and this 
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the company has done,
In other words we have a
from the housekeeping
line that just does turning
to the flow of material,
or milling, for example.
machining, inspection,
Because of the type
quality control, testing,
of products that we
assembly and dispatch.
manufacture they do
The company has been
not require a cell to be
located in the factory
set up. Our production
since 2008 when it
is a varied mix of lowwas purpose built
volume work. A big
for their needs, and
gearbox housing or
management had
gear can take days to
the opportunity
machine on our large
to streamline and
horizontal milling or
improve the processes
boring machines.”
that are required to
“Even the
manufacture their core
conventional
products - gears and
machine department is
gearboxes.
segregated into turning
“Our products
and milling, and of course
turn the giants of a
you must keep the gear
production line in many
hobbing and gear shaping
industries including
machines together.
mining (surface as well
Some of these machines
as underground), mineral
in this department are
processing, power train,
older than the company
Approximately 70% of the company’s production
oil, sugar, agriculture,
but still machine to within
schedule is work carried out reconditioning and repairing
construction, transport,
specification. We have kept
gearboxes, gears and shafts
marine, paper, power and
them, because for certain gears, once
general engineering. You
you have done the setup you can leave
can find them working on cone and rock crushers, rotary
the machine to carry on progressively cutting unattended for
tables, wind turbines, heavy conveyors and other material
hours. This frees up operators to perform other tasks.”
handling equipment, lifts, cranes and hoists, canning and
bottling equipment, power plant turbines and many others,”
Quality assurance
explained my host Gideon de Klein, the Operations Manager
Conveniently situated through careful planning in close
at Adlam Engineering.
proximity to the various machining lines is the quality control
“The company was established with a primary purpose
department, which also takes care of marking of components
of manufacturing industrial machine components by turning,
for traceability purposes.
milling, boring, grinding, hobbing and shaping and welding
“The quality assurance programme currently in place
operations. We manufacture spur gears, single and double
is based upon compliance with ISO 9001. All projects are
helical gears, internal gears, gears for intersecting shafts,
routed through the manufacturing operations and planned
worm gears, internal and external splines, sprockets and the
inspections are determined prior to processing. In-process
other products that are associated with gear and gearbox
inspections take place constantly as components are
manufacture. These gears include straight, spiral, hypoid,
manufactured. Skilled machinists and inspectors document
face and zerol bevel gears, depending on the application,”
inspections in an environmentally controlled inspection
continued De Klein.
laboratory, which includes a Mitutoyo Bright Apex CMM
“The production floor has been shaped to have the various
machine. A constant temperature and humidity level is held to
CNC machining processes all grouped in one area together.
insure consistency in all measurements. Instruments specific 

The conventional machine department is segregated into turning
and milling, gear hobbing and gear shaping
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The machining line that houses the large Doosan horizontal
and vertical boring CNC machines

Adlam Engineering has a Hofler Rapid 1600 CNC
gear grinding machine

to the measurement of gear tooth geometry are calibrated
and certified to maintain the highest degree of accuracy,”
explained De Klein.
Reconditioning and repair
Accounting for approximately 70% of the company’s
production schedule is work carried out reconditioning and
repairing gearboxes, gears and shafts. The process begins
in the stripping department that is housed in an adjoining
building. Once stripped and washed a detailed damage
assessment and failure report is compiled before a quote
is sent to the client for approval. With nearly half a century
of experience in reconditioning and repairing industrial
gearboxes Adlam Engineering’s knowledge in this field is vast.
“Increasingly OEMs and their Tier-One suppliers are
asking for solutions to revive a gearbox to its former glory
because of the costs associated with acquiring new ones. We
have dedicated skilled teams that assess and recommend
a solution for each individual
gearbox. Reverse engineering
of gears and components is
an intricate component of the
whole solution. Every gearbox
is tested on our various test
benches after assembly to
ensure the gearbox is running
smoothly and according to
standard.”
“Once we are satisfied
with the repair or
reconditioning the client
is supplied with an
electronic data pack
that includes every
aspect of work
carried out during the
process, including
photographs of before
and after and all the
documentation related
to that particular
gearbox, gear or shaft.
This assures complete
accountability and
traceability because
the products are

Also installed last year was a Doosan VTS 1620, a vertical turning
center featuring a 2 000mm turning diameter and a high-rigidity
ram-type spindle that enables heavy-duty cutting for large materials.
All the Doosan machines were supplied by Puma Machine Tools

deployed in big industrial situations and failures are virtually
not an option.”
Field service department
A new innovation in the company was the introduction 18
months ago of the field service department. The company’s
field service division staff operate in all the major industrial
sectors that Adlam Engineering are involved in. They ensure
that all repaired or manufactured product is installed,
operated and maintained within the correct parameters
that the product was designed for. Their parameters
include periodic maintenance, condition analysis (vibration
and samples), strip, repair, upgrades, installation and
commissioning, as well as civil, mechanical and electrical
capabilities.
New equipment
The machining lines at Adlam Engineering consist of
equipment from Leadwell, STC, Mazak and Victor,
which have mainly supplied machines for the milling
and turning lines. However,
by far the dominant
supplier in recent
years has been
Doosan. The
company has

turning

Adlam Engineering also manufacture new gearboxes and gears
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turning diameter and a highrigidity ram-type spindle enables
heavy-duty cutting of large
materials.
All the Doosan machines
were supplied by Puma Machine
Tools.
Gear grinding - Hofler
Rapid 1600 CNC gear grinding
machine
Relatively new in the gear
grinding department is a Hofler
Rapid 1600, which can cater for
workpieces with diameters of
up to 1 600mm. With standard
features that include a cast
polymer machine bed, a torque
motor-driven machine table, an
integrated inspection system,
a sturdy grinding spindle and
a dressing system for frequent
profile modifications, the
Adlam Engineering machine castings and forgings and from billet and block
machine can grind components
up to 100mm high and take a
load up to 14 000 kilograms.
capacity up to 2 000mm in diameter and 1 560mm in height.
The company is planning to invest in more equipment this
Milling sizes are varied depending on whether it is a CNC
machining center or a CNC vertical boring mill.
year to increase capacity.
Installed towards the end of 2017 was a Doosan DBC
130L II, an all-purpose 4-axis column type horizontal NC
Heat treatment, normalising and NDT
boring machine. This brings to three the number of Doosan
“We are very capable of manufacturing most of the

“We are committed to quality, to products that fit, products that work and
products with superior performance. At Adlam Engineering we provide
engineered solutions and answers to problems that hinder our customer’s
production. We have invested in the latest 3D Design Software for our
experienced design team to work with, allowing them to redesign
problem areas on machines to maximise productivity.”
horizontal boring mills
that the company has
purchased. Additionally
Adlam Engineering has two
large Doosan CNC vertical
boring mills that are capable
of handling a capacity of 15
tons on the bed.
The Doosan DBC 130L
is suitable for a diverse lineup of medium to oversized
components. It could
support applications ranging
from parts processing to fine
cutting processing. With its
newly designed spindle, it
could take on cutting jobs
that require high strength.
The machine has XYZ travels
of 4 000mm x 2 000mm x 1
800mm travels.
Also installed last year
was a Doosan VTS 1620.
The heavy vertical turning
center featuring a 2 000mm
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Design and development
“We are committed to quality, to products that
fit, products that work and products with superior
performance. At Adlam Engineering we provide
engineered solutions and answers to problems
that hinder our customer’s production. We have
invested in the latest 3D Design Software for our
experienced design team to work with, allowing
them to redesign problem areas on machines
to maximise productivity. We are able to design
alternative replacement parts that allow us to
improve problematic parts. This also means
that obsolete machines or gearboxes can be
refurbished to original specifications,” said Tommie
Adlam after my tour of the immaculately kept
production floor.
“All parts are designed with extreme care
to make sure superior performance and quality
standards are met. We are also able to receive
electronic drawing formats in DXF, DRW, TIF or
PDF file formats that we can print at our offices to
speed up the quoting process. For manufacturing
we can also receive IGES, PRT and STEP files to
make sure that your true models get machined
precisely as you have constructed it,” concluded
Tommie Adlam.
Advanced planning and scheduling
Adlam Engineering’s product mix is made up
of standard products (for the mining sector) with
The mix of CNC equipment includes a Mazak Nexus 6000 horizontal
pre-defined production steps and set prices and
machining center supplied by Hi-Tech Machine Tools
non-standard products that are heavily reliant on
the accuracy of costing and estimation. This variety
components required for our machining and manufacturing
made it hard for Adlam Engineering to trace and
process. We even have a number of testing bays. All materials
plan properly, considering that a normal finished product
processed are either supplied by our preferred forge or
could contain up to 200 components. After having considered
foundry or in billet and block form from our steel supplier.
several APS (Advanced planning and scheduling) systems,
Heat treatment and normalising is done by subcontractors,
Adlam chose Preactor 400 APS.
as is our NDT. In our business it is a must to do NDT via a
The company says it could not operate without an
third-party so that we don’t have any comebacks. Before NDT
advanced planning and scheduling system.
inspection we have our own NDT done so that we are equally
For further details contact Adlam Engineering on
TEL 011 841 9608 or visit www.adlameng.co.za
accountable,” said de Klein.

CV joints that have been manufactured
on a CNC lathe
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The company also has a Victor Vcenter H500
horizontal machining center

BETTER

PRODUCTION

Mass production of complex,

high-strength, lightweight aluminium
car parts draws a step nearer

T

he Brunel Centre for Advanced Solidification Technology
(BCAST), based at Brunel University London, is part
of a consortium that has secured the funding, which
includes a £4.8 million grant through Advanced Propulsion
Centre UK (APC). The world-class consortium working on the
30-month project is led by Impression Technologies, and
co-funded by
APC.
The grant
will be used
to scale up
and validate
Impression
Technologies’
Hot Form
Quench
(The HFQ®)
process for the
high volume
production of
High Strength
Aluminium
sheet alloys.
“The
HFQ® process
involves
forming
a heated
aluminium
sheet and then
quenching it when it’s being pressed into the required shape.
Scaling up this technology for high volume implementation is
very exciting,” said Dr Roger Darlington, BCAST’s Director of
Technology.
“Among the many benefits of this technology, the door
that it unlocks is the potential to form very complex pressed
parts using high strength aluminium alloys that would
otherwise be unfeasible. The technology also brings benefits
from the elimination of component spring back during
stamping, and it opens new design opportunities for vehicle
designers and architects, such as slimmer structural pillars.”
BCAST’s principal role within the project will be the
exploration of sheet manufacture from recycled sources,
which presents an opportunity to reduce whole vehicle
lifecycle emissions. Recycled sources of sheet aluminium
represent a 95% CO2 emissions saving over sheets from
primary aluminium sources and the HFQ® process presents
a major enabler to further unlock potential CO2 savings
derived from recycling aluminium alloys from scrap sources
such as End-of-Life Vehicles (ELVs).
The technology has the potential to reduce carbon
emissions and energy consumption, and increase recycling
in the automotive and aluminium industries. The RACEForm
project – which stands for ‘rapid aluminium cost-effective
forming’ – will help to establish the technology as a global
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standard for aluminium light-weighting worldwide.
The project consortium comprises of Gestamp
Washington UK Limited (a wholly owned subsidiary of
Gestamp Automoción), Innoval Technology Limited, Brunel
University London and Imperial College London, and will work
in partnership with a major UK-based passenger car OEM
and a sheet
aluminium
producer.
The
RACEForm
project will
help position
the UK as
a leader in
aluminium
light-weighting
and establish
a strong UK
supply chain
capability
for the
development of
low-cost, massproduction,
low-emission
vehicles.
“We are
delighted
that APC
has chosen to back our HFQ Technology. We look forward
to working together with the consortium members in
collaboration with our OEM and aluminium partners to
further develop the HFQ Technology for mass production and
to establish the technology as a global industry standard,”
said Jonathan Watkins, Impression Technologies’ Chief
Executive Officer.
“Gestamp is continuously innovating in product and
process and material developments and sees HFQ as an
important milestone in developing advanced technological
parts for application on future OEM platforms,” said Tom
Larsen, Gestamp’s R&D Advanced Technology & Application
Manager.
“Through our modern Industrial Strategy, we are
improving our supply chains to make it easier for them to
work with big business. Alongside this, our recently published
Clean Growth Strategy underlines our support for the low
carbon sector and the 430 000 people working in the
industry across the UK,” said Minister for Climate Change
and Industry, Claire Perry.
Impression Technologies is backed by specialist investor
Mercia Technologies.
To find out more about BCAST visit brunel.ac.uk/
research/Institutes/Institute-of-Materials-and-Manufacturing/
Liquid-Metal-Engineering/BCAST

Saving time using CNC machines

R

ight now there are plenty of companies that need
specific machining done. For some, the best bet is to
buy machines and work in house. But that can actually
cause turn around to slow down. When
you have to maintain machines that
are expensive, large, and difficult to
manage, production can hit a snag
out of the blue. When production
stalls, consumers and clients can
end up growing impatient. That’s
why you may want to take a different
path. Companies that don’t want to
deal with the hassles that come with
machining in house can benefit by
sending jobs to a CNC machine shop
resulting in a good plan of
action.
Why CNC machine
shops matter today
For those not
familiar with CNC, the
acronym stands for
computer numerical
control. This is a specific
formulation that works
with manufacturing.
Numerical designs are
put into the software
of a machine, and the
machine then goes
forward with continuous
flow to work with several elements.
Traditional machines have been
replaced by automated solutions.
These traditional options include
lathes, shaping machines, routers,
vertical mills, and more. Computeraided solutions have several
advantages, especially if you focus on
the time element overall.
The continuous push for CNC
Let’s say you were to hire a good
CNC machine shop today. You would give them your design,
and they would implement that right away. If you needed
100 000 pieces, for instance, they would programme their
machines to work on this automatically, and can continuously
manage production for 24 hours a day. Think about this in a
different manner. If you were to have a traditional machining
process, with someone that was working on each element
manually, they would be working eight hours a day. A person
can only work around eight to 10 hours a day manually
operating a single machine, and that can’t be good.
However, when you match up what a CNC automated
machine can do versus a manual machine, there’s no
comparison. By having an automated process work 24 hours a
day, you can see production time drop off, and quality remain
exactly the same over time. That means no mistakes over
the course of production, versus manual mistakes, which are
human error. Human error may not be high, but compared to
computer-aided solutions, the difference can be staggering.

Continual improvements
Perhaps one of the best things about a good CNC machine
shop is that they are continually improving their software. CNC
machines have software elements
that get updates. These updates are
great because they can speed up
the manufacturing process for nearly
any company. Whether you need to
build a great deal of parts, or just
a few things, you’ll find that there’s
a faster production value with new
software. An individual can learn
new things. However, you’ll find that
a computer upgrade could speed up
the output faster, and easier than
waiting for a human
to learn the latest
techniques. Continual
improvements make
automation so much
easier to work with,
and of course, it saves
time.
Less employees
One of the best
ways that a company
can save time is
through the use of
CNC mills. A mill can
give one employee
the role of managing
several machines at once. Because
they are mostly automated, one just
programmes the machine and lets
it do the work. They can supervise
many machines at once, and ensure
that quality is being done at the
other side. Most machines don’t even
need any replacement elements,
with the sole exception being cutting
machines. They may need new
blades after a while, but other than
that, many processes can be done in
uniform, while supervised with less employees overall. This
is something that cannot be done with manual machines.
Manual machines require plenty of people to maintain proper
quality and management. Without that, there may be holes in
the production, which is not a good thing in moving forward
with production.
Saving time by design
The big picture associated with outsourcing work to a
CNC machine shop is that a company can work on other
things while the machine shop is working on crafting tools,
components and more. A business can work on sales, and
much more. By allowing another company to take over the
machining process, a business can save time, money, and
manage more projects at once. This is critical in modern
times as it can mean the difference between getting plenty
of elements produced, or falling behind the competition. This
can save time outright, and that’s the purpose of computer
numerical control from the start.
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Jaguar restarts production
of legendary D-type race car

J

aguar Classic is restarting
production of the iconic D-type race
car in Coventry, 62 years after the
last example was built in 1956. The
first Jaguar D-type to be assembled
by Jaguar Classic, an engineering
prototype, made its world debut at the
Salon Retromobile show in Paris.
Just 25 new examples of the
D-type will be meticulously hand-built
at Jaguar Land Rover Classic Works in
Warwickshire. In 1955 Jaguar planned
to build 100 D-types. With only 75 completed, Jaguar Classic is
now fulfilling the company’s original ambition by creating 25 allnew, period-correct sports cars.
The D-type, which won the Le Mans 24 Hours race three
times between 1955 and 1957, was powered by the six-cylinder
XK engine. Every aspect of the D-types built for clients from
2018 will be created to authentic, original specification.

The D-type is the third continuation
vehicle from Jaguar Classic,
complementing the six missing
Lightweight E-types completed in 201415 and nine XKSSs built in 2017-18.
Jaguar Classic experts’ painstaking
research, with exclusive access to
original Jaguar engineering drawings and
records, ensures each new D-type will
be built to the authentic specifications
laid down by competitions manager
Lofty England and his engineers in the 1950s. D-type clients
can choose either 1955-specification Shortnose or 1956-spec
Longnose bodywork.
The engineering prototype is the 1956 Longnose
specification, identifiable by its extended bonnet, characteristic
tail fin behind the driver’s head, wide-angle cylinder head and
quick-change brake calipers.

ASF Metrology to acquire

Nikon Metrology CMM business

N

ikon Metrology has announced that ASF Metrology
intends to acquire Nikon Metrology’s coordinate
measuring machines (CMM) business. The closing of the
transaction is expected to take place in about two months.
Nikon Metrology’s CMM activities,
with offices in Belgium, France,
Germany, the UK and the USA,
represent approximately 25% of
the total Nikon Metrology worldwide
consolidated turnover. Coordinate
measuring machines (CMM) are used
in sectors where accurate dimensions
and quality control are crucial, such
as aerospace, automotive and medical
implants.
Nikon Metrology intends to focus
on non-contact metrology
ASF Metrology intends to grow the coordinate measuring
machines (CMM) business in the global automotive, aerospace
and manufacturing industries.
All employees mainly dedicated to the CMM business are
part of the transaction.
Upon closing the transaction, all CMM production,
development, sales and service activities, including the CAMIO
software, will be transferred to ASF Metrology, under the
ownership and management of Angelo Muscarella, who has
a long and proven track record in metrology and especially
the CMM business. Nikon Metrology will continue to serve a
number of selected accounts as part of a strategic marketing
partnership where both companies will promote each other’s
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products and services. All employees mainly dedicated to
the CMM business, a crucial asset to the knowhow of the
company, are intended to transfer to ASF Metrology.
Hajime Kosawa, CEO of Nikon Metrology based in Leuven,
Belgium, welcomed the plans: “This
business transfer is in line with the
2017 Nikon Corporation strategic
review for industrial metrology to focus
on non-contact inspection, based on
optical and X-ray technology and will
allow both companies to focus on a
more efficient growth strategy for each
of their businesses.”
Angelo Muscarella, CEO and
owner of ASF Metrology, commented:
“Thanks to our long-term experience
in the CMM market and the close
cooperation with Nikon Metrology,
I believe that ASF Metrology’s competitive position in the
industry and its focus on CMM will enable us to expand
the existing solid customer base. We will focus on growth
in all regions by expanding our market coverage worldwide,
leveraging on the former LK brand name of the CMM business
and its track record.”
Both companies will work closely together to ensure a
smooth transition with suppliers, customers and resellers.
Further details of the agreement were not disclosed.
For further details contact B&R Metrology Solutions
on TEL: 082 852 6371 or 072 392 4934 or visit www.
brmetrology.co.za or WD Hearn on TEL: 021 5345351 or visit
www.wdhearn.co.za

More than 1 300 exhibiting

companies announced for BIEMH 2018
More than 1 300 leading international companies have confirmed their attendance at the 30th
BIEMH, International Machine Tool Biennial, which will take place from 28 May to 1 June 2018.

A

ccording to the data recorded so far
for companies, products, services and
innovations, this year’s
exhibition is expected to be
very ambitious in terms of
its approach, content and
technology. It will help to
tackle companies’ challenges
when creating new and more
competitive industrial solutions
in the field of advanced
manufacturing.
Since the exhibition’s
commercial campaign started
in June last year, it has
steadily grown in all areas,
and this positive trend has
been maintained over the past

treatment machinery and equipment, and
other machinery and services for companies.
Beyond Spain’s borders,
companies see the opportunity
offered by BIEMH in a context of
recovery of domestic demand,
proven by an Industrial Production
Index of 4.7% in 2017, and
above-average performance of
capital goods. In this sense, the
exhibition is clearly international
and this is proven by the
presence of exhibiting firms from
a total of 20 countries: Germany,
Italy, Japan, France, Portugal,
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, China,
Denmark, Slovakia, United States,
Holland, Israel, Poland United

Beyond Spain’s borders, companies see the opportunity offered by BIEMH in
a context of recovery of domestic demand, proven by an Industrial Production
Index of 4.7% in 2017, and above-average performance of capital goods
few years, marked by the recovery of the industrial activity.
Thanks to this situation, the preliminary list of exhibitors is
characterised by the presence of new companies (22%) and
returning companies (10%), who are trusting the exhibition
once again.
Regarding sectors, components and accessories has
grown in particular (29%), as well as sheet metal forming
(14%), and there will be a large number of state-of-the-art
laser and plasma cutting machines. The rest of the exhibition
space is occupied by metal cutting machines (23%), where
there will be important innovations, and tools (17%), as well
as metrology and CAD-CAM, automation and robotics, surface

Kingdom, Czech Republic, Switzerland, Taiwan and Turkey.
All these firms, both Spanish and international,
will make BIEMH the largest Industry 4.0 platform in
Spain. Furthermore, this year there will be a new digital
transformation space, Be Digital, and the exhibition will
take place at the same time as the 3rd edition of ADDIT3D.
Additive and 3D Manufacturing have become a central theme
amongst production experts. Lastly, the exhibition will be
rounded off with the Industrial Employment Forum, WORKINN,
and IMIC-Industrial Maintenance Innovation Conference.
For further details visit
www.biemh.bilbaoexhibitioncentre.com/en/

Bilbao is a port city on the Basque Coast. Both are recognised
for their wine and food

Bilbao is a vibrant Spanish city founded in 1300, which
has developed into a cultural hub and is known worldwide
for the Guggenheim Museum
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Trumpf acquires Amphos,

a manufacturer of ultrashort pulsed lasers

A

mphos, a manufacturer of
market leader in this field. And its
ultrashort pulse lasers, has
managers have been developing
been acquired by Trumpf, a
industrial lasers for over 15 years.
manufacturer that offers solutions
InnoSlab technology allows us
in the machine tool and laser
to consolidate the technological
sectors.
leadership of Trumpf,” says
Amphos develops and
Christian Schmitz, head of the
produces ultrashort pulsed
Laser Technology division.
lasers with high output power
Amphos develops ultrashort
for manufacturing and research
pulsed lasers that feature output
applications. Ultrashort pulsed
power between 200 and 400
lasers are especially important in
watts. The company also offers
electronics manufacturing where
high-power lasers for research
they are used to produce items
applications that have an output as
A 200-watt ultrashort pulsed laser made by Amphos
such as printed circuit boards,
machines a carbon-fiber part
high as 1.5 kilowatts.
displays and cover glass. The
“Amphos is a highly innovative
key to Amphos lasers is InnoSlab technology, which was
company just like Trumpf, which people admire for its laser
co-developed by the company’s founders while still a part of
expertise,” explain Claus Schnitzler, Torsten Mans and Jan
ILT. InnoSlab will allow Trumpf to open up an entire new range
Dolkemeyer – the three co-founders and managing directors
of parameters for its ultrashort pulsed lasers. Headquartered
of Amphos GmbH. “We look forward to exchanging knowat the Herzogenrath technology centre in Aachen, Germany
how, tapping new sales opportunities and advancing our
Amphos and Trumpf agreed to not disclose the purchase
technology in the near future.”
price.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za
“Amphos is an innovative manufacturer of lasers and the
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Volvo’s engine plant now climate neutral

V

olvo Cars’ engine factory in Skövde,
Sweden, has become the company’s
first climate-neutral manufacturing plant,
having switched to renewable heating as of 1
January 2018.
Skövde is the first plant in Volvo Cars’
global manufacturing network to reach this
status, which marks a significant step towards
the company’s vision of having climate-neutral
global manufacturing operations by 2025.
Skövde also becomes one of only a few
climate-neutral automotive plants in Europe.
“Improving energy efficiency is our first
priority and then, for the energy we need
to use, we aim for supplies generated from
renewable sources,” says Javier Varela, Senior
Vice President of Manufacturing and Logistics
at Volvo Cars.
“The Skövde plant achievement is an
important addition to our broader efforts in
minimising our environmental footprint. We are
pleased to be a leader within the automotive industry in the
move towards climate-neutral manufacturing.”
A new agreement between Volvo Cars and the local

provider ensures that all heating supplied to the Skövde plant
is generated from waste incineration, biomass and recycled
bio-fuels. Since 2008, along with the company’s other
European plants, its Skövde site’s electricity supply already
comes from renewable sources.
“This is a proud moment both for the Skövde plant and for
Volvo Cars,” says Stuart Templar, Director for Sustainability.
“Environmental care is one of our core values. Along with
our plan to electrify all new Volvo cars launched from 2019,
climate-neutral manufacturing operations will significantly
reduce our overall carbon footprint, supporting global efforts
to tackle climate change.”
Volvo Cars is constantly looking at innovative ways to move
towards its 2025 vision. For example, in 2016, the production
plant in Ghent, Belgium, introduced a district heating system
that reduced carbon emissions by 40 per cent, saving 15 000
tons of CO2 per year.
“We will continue to work actively with our energy suppliers
in all regions to secure further access to renewable energy for
our manufacturing plants,” concludes Varela.

CGTech, the developer of Vericut

software, is celebrating a 30-year milestone

C

GTech Ltd. managing director Tony Shrewsbury
says that CGTech may have started 30 years ago,
but continues to come out with new products while
enhancing core capabilities.
CGTech began when CGTech president Jon Prun
recognised a need to verify NC tool path programmes without
wasting valuable CNC machining time on a prove-out part.
Vericut products are developed in-house by a large
team of CGTech software engineers and over the years
enhancements have been added to support complex multiaxis kinematics, reduce machine tool cycle times, increase
tool life, and simulate the additive capabilities of hybrid CNC
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machines.
“Vericut development is driven by our customers’ needs,
and we always encourage input from users and partners,”
Shrewsbury says. “We host nearly 50 free Vericut user group
meetings worldwide each year to gather valuable customer
feedback.”
Direct offices are located in the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, China, Singapore, India, Brazil, and
Korea.
For further details contact TDM Solutions on
TEL: 011 234 6019 or visit www.tdmsolutions.co.za

Hurco to celebrate 50th anniversary
on top of record results

Hurco capped a record year with rising sales and earnings in the fourth quarter.

T

he Indianapolis-based company,
which makes CNC machines for the
metal cutting industry, has reported
a profit of $6.7 million, or $1 per share, in
the quarter ended October 2017. That was
up from $3 million, or 45 cents per share,
in the same quarter of 2016.
Revenue rose 14 per cent, to $75.9
million in the latest quarter, up from $66.4
million in the year-ago period. Total profit
for fiscal 2017 came in at $15.1 million,
or $2.25 per share, compared with $13.3
million, or $1.99 per share, in fiscal 2016.
Revenue for the fiscal year was $243.7
million, up 7 per cent from the previous
year.
“There isn’t a better way to begin
Hurco’s 50th anniversary celebration
in 2018 than to finish 2017 with record
orders and record sales,” Hurco CEO
Michael Doar said in a written statement.
“All of our brands (Hurco, Takumi and
Milltronics) and all geographic regions finished the year with
higher orders and sales levels than last year.”
Sales and profit at Hurco were lifted by robust demand for
its products in Europe, especially Germany, France and the
United Kingdom. European sales were up 34 per cent in the
fourth quarter and 8 per cent for the fiscal year.
The increase helped offset a 14 per cent decline in sales in
the Americas region for the quarter. For the year, sales were up
2 per cent in the Americas. Overall orders were a record $73.7
million in the fourth quarter and record $260.7 million in the
fiscal year.
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History
Established in 1968 by Edward Humston and Gerald Roch,
Hurco Companies, Inc. is an industrial technology company that
designs and produces interactive computer controls, software
and computerised machine tool systems for the worldwide
metal cutting and metal forming industry. The end markets for
the company’s products consist primarily of independent job
shops and short-run manufacturing operations within large
corporations in industries such as the aerospace, defence,
medical equipment, energy, transportation and computer
equipment.
The company is headquartered in Indianapolis, Indiana,
USA. The South African office was opened
in 2006.
Hurco designs and manufactures a
broad line of CNC machining and turning
centers to meet a variety of applications
and a range of customer budgets. With a
focus on relevant technology that yields
measurable benefits for its customers,
Hurco is known for developing controls
that are easy to learn, easy to use,
and flexible. The flexible control lets
customers determine the best way to
approach each job - G-code, Hurco’s shop
floor programming called conversational
programming, or direct to the control using
the DXF Transfer feature.
For further details contact Hurco South
Africa on TEL: 849 5600 or visit
www.HURCO.co.za

Tungaloy partners with
MachiningCloud
Metal cutting tools manufacturer Tungaloy and product data
provider MachiningCloud have partnered to provide Tungaloy
product data on the cloud.

T

ungaloy and MachiningCloud have jointly announced
their partnership to provide Tungaloy product data on the
Cloud. Tungaloy is a manufacturer of a diverse
range of products, including metal cutting tools,
such as indexable inserts and steel products.
MachiningCloud is a product data provider
for cutting tools, CNC machines and
workholding.
The Tungaloy MachiningCloud
partnership will utilise the convenience of
cloud-based technology, which will enable
customers to optimise the way they
gather information for their manufacturing
operations by effortlessly searching
for the proper cutting tool that best fits their cutting
conditions without having to search through catalogues or
multiple websites.
Furthermore, Tungaloy customers will be able to
increase productivity and achieve greater accuracy by easily
downloading descriptive, usage and geometric information
directly into their shop floor software, such as CAM,
simulation, and tool management systems.
“As a leader in Innovation and Technology, Tungaloy is
committed to providing the leading-edge metalworking tools

and solutions to our customers. We are completely
confident that this exciting new partnership with
MachiningCloud will help heighten our customers’
competitiveness in a world eager to embrace
Industry 4.0 technology - by delivering the best
tooling solutions right from Tungaloy’s
knowledge base to our customer’s
desktop or tablet,” says Satoshi
Kinoshita, President & CEO of Tungaloy
Corporation.
“We are excited about our
partnership with Tungaloy,” says
Pierre-Francois Tavard, Senior Product
Manager of MachiningCloud. “Tungaloy
customers will save a tremendous amount of
time and experience improved results by working with up-todate knowledge and data. MachiningCloud will also help
reduce errors by eliminating manual data entry.”
Tungaloy, a member of the IMC Group, is one of the
world’s leading manufacturers of carbide cutting tools,
friction materials, wear resistant items, and civil engineering
products.
For further information contact Star Tooling on
TEL: 011 818 2250 or visit www.startooling.co.za

Sandvik invests in metal powder plant

S

Sandvik has announced plans to invest about $25 million in a new plant
for manufacturing titanium and nickel fine metal powders.

andvik will invest about 200
million SEK in a new plant for
manufacturing of titanium and
nickel fine metal powders within the
business area Sandvik Materials
Technology. The investment will
complement the existing powder
offering and strengthen Sandvik’s
position in the rapidly growing
markets for metal powder and metal
additive manufacturing.
Sandvik has an industry leading
position already in the production
and sale of fine metal powders.
Stainless steel, nickel based and cobalt-chromium alloys are
manufactured in the United Kingdom and Sweden. Sales take
place across Europe, North America and Asia through the
Osprey™ brand.
The demand for metal powder for additive manufacturing
is expected to increase significantly in the coming years.
Titanium and nickel based alloys are key growth areas in the
field of additive manufacturing, accounting for a significant
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portion of the metal powder market.
“This investment is an enabler for
future growth and means that we are
expanding our metal powder offering
to include virtually all alloy groups
of relevance today. In addition, it
will also support the overall additive
manufacturing business at Sandvik,”
says Annika Roos, Head of product
area Powder at Sandvik Materials
Technology.
“The metal powder segment
and the additive manufacturing
business are of increasingly strategic
importance to us. This investment should be viewed as the
latest evidence of our commitment to an area that we believe
strongly in,” says Göran Björkman, President of Sandvik
Materials Technology.
The facility will be located to Sandviken, Sweden, near
in-house titanium raw material supply and the centre for
additive manufacturing. It is expected to be operational during
2020.

EU Machine tool new orders
finish 2017 strong

D

emand continued to increase in Q4, as indicated in final
reports from trade associations representing German
and Italian machine-tool builders.
European machine-tool demand continued to grow in the
final weeks of 2017, as indicated now in the annual close-out
reports from the trade associations representing two of the
largest domestic industries in the region.
“The year’s second half saw a breakthrough on the
domestic market,” according to German Machine Tool Builders’
Assn. (VDW) executive director Dr. Wilfried Schäfer. “While
domestic orders were still falling by double-figure rates in the
year’s first half, the German industrial sector in the year’s
second half threw off its caution and opted for massive
investment.”
Notably, German machine-tool builders continued to
record high demand in the months after EMO Hannover 2017
concluded in September: October orders were up 41% yearover-year, November +67%, and December +37%.
Full-year results for VDW were up 4% for 2017, representing
a 12-month order value of €15.7 billion, or about $19.25
billion.
VDW attributed the rise in new orders to economic
growth worldwide, with industrial capital investment rising
and driving demand for machine tools. “So, the customer
sectors are confident of lucrative business, and are upsizing

Notably, German machine-tool builders
continued to record high demand in
the months after EMO Hannover 2017
concluded in September: October orders
were up 41% year-over-year, November
+67%, and December +37%.
their capacities,” Schäfer explained. “This is benefiting all
technologies in the machine tool industry.”
Similarly strong results were reported by the Italian
machine-tool builders’ association, UCIMU-Sistemi per Produrre.
It posted a 21.5% year-over-year increase in Q4 orders, with
particularly strong results from the Italian manufacturing sector.
Domestic new-orders for machine tools were up 86.2%, UCIMU
noted, while foreign orders rose 6.2%.
“The trend of the order collection in 2017 highlights two
phenomena that are highly positive for the manufacturing
industry,” observed UCIMU president Massimo Carboniero. “On
one hand, the index evidences the recovery of foreign orders,
which, on the contrary, had been unsatisfactory in 2016; on the
other hand, it reports the excellent performance of investments
in the manufacturing systems in our country, where users
increasingly acquired state-of-the-art technology for their
companies during 2017.”
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Hardinge Inc. to be acquired
by Privet Fund Management
Hardinge Inc. has announced it will be acquired by an affiliate of Privet Fund Management LLC.
Total transaction value of approximately $245 million. Hardinge is a manufacturer
of CNC machine tools developed for hard-to-machine metal parts and a
producer of workholding accessories.

U

nder the terms of the
agreement, Privet will acquire
all shares of Hardinge
common stock not currently
owned by Privet for $18.50 in
cash, for a total transaction value
of approximately $245 million.
The purchase price represents a
premium of 12.1% over the closing
price of $16.50 on November
1, 2017, the last unaffected
trading day prior to the public
announcement by Privet that it was
evaluating a potential transaction
to acquire Hardinge, and represents
a 26.7% premium over the unaffected volume weighted
average price for the three-month period ending on November
1, 2017. The purchase price also represents a premium of
8.3% over the closing price on February 12, 2018.
The agreement was negotiated and unanimously
recommended to the Hardinge board of directors by the
Strategic Alternatives Committee (‘the Committee’) of the
board, which consisted solely of independent directors and
was formed to evaluate strategic alternatives, including
this potential transaction. Affiliates of Privet currently own

approximately 10.46% of the
outstanding shares of Hardinge
common stock and have agreed to
vote their shares in favour of the
proposed transaction.
“We are pleased to have
successfully negotiated a
transaction at this robust point in
the business cycle that we believe
is in the best interests of the
shareholders. The Committee, with
the assistance of our financial
and legal advisors, carefully
analysed Privet’s offer and came
to this conclusion after thorough
consideration and extensive negotiation. The transaction
provides significant value and liquidity for our shareholders,
as well as continuity and opportunities for future growth for
our employees, and a full opportunity to market test the price
in a rigorous go-shop process,” said Christopher DiSantis,
Chairman of Hardinge and the Committee.
Additional information about Hardinge Inc. can be found
on its website: www.hardinge.com
For more information contact F & H Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit www.fhmt.co.za

Zeiss Group acquires X-Ray technology provider

Z

For Zeiss, the move is a major step in its global strategy to be a one-stop shop
for non-destructive measuring and inspection.

eiss Group (Oberkochen,
Germany) is acquiring a
majority stake in Bosello High
Technology (Cassano Magnago,
Italy), a provider of industrial X-ray
products. For Zeiss, access to
Bosello’s technology represents
a further step in the process of
evolving into a one-stop provider
of non-destructive measuring
and inspection technology. The
shared goal is to strengthen in-line
computed tomography (CT) in
the production environment, a
technology that increases the level of quality in the inspection
of aluminium cast parts. The initial customer focus will be on
the automotive industry.
“We are delighted to welcome this highly reputable
company along with its management and employees as
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part of the Zeiss Group. Together,
through the ongoing development of
the entire portfolio, we aim to focus
even more on meeting individual
customer needs in the future,”
says Dr. Jochen Peter, designated
member of the Executive Board
of Carl Zeiss AG and head of the
Industrial Metrology business group.
Moving forward, the employees
at Bosello’s site near Milan, Italy,
will be part of the Zeiss X-ray
network and will play a key role
in further expanding the business.
For Zeiss, this is a key enhancement to the non-destructive
measuring and inspection global strategy.
Bosello High Technology operates in the field of nondestructive testing (NDT), specifically in industrial radioscopy.

Prima Industrie marks

10th anniversary of Finn-Power purchase
with new headquarters

P

rima Industrie S.p.A,
Today revenues of the
a manufacturer of
Finnish company Finn-Power
laser systems, sheet
Oy, according to preliminary
metal working systems and
available data for 2017,
electronic components for
are 137 million euro (up by
industrial applications, is
almost 14% compared to
celebrating 10 years since
2016), EBITDA is increasing
the acquisition of Finnand net financial position is
Power.
positive.
That acquisition, which
In 2017 the new
allowed the Group to
modern headquarters of
assume an increasingly
the company (production
global dimension, was
facility and offices of about
followed by a phase of
20 000m²) started being
deleveraging and financial
The facility will be located in Sandviken, Sweden, near the company’s
built in Seinajoki, where it
strengthening. The Group
in-house titanium raw material supply and the centre for additive
is expected to move in the
today is still aiming to
manufacturing. It is expected to be operational by 2020
second part of this year,
grow, further improving
leaving the current plant in
the important results
Kauhava. The construction of
achieved, from the point of view of both market coverage and
this
building
was
completely
financed
by the Municipality of
product innovation.
Seinajoki.
Finn-Power, which has contributed optimally to the
The company has also recently received from the Finnish
completion of the Group’s product range, has also brought
consulting
company Asiakastieto Oy a credit rating of AAA, in
in a considerable installed base worldwide and a series of
addition to the ‘Strongest’ certificate, which represents an
geographical markets on which the Group has progressively
important recognition for the work done in the improvement
increased its turnover, such as the United States, Northern
of profitability and financial position, as well as a guarantee of
Europe, the Baltic Countries and Russia.
soundness for its stakeholders.
The integration between Prima Industrie and Finn-Power
For more information contact Francesco Tallarico of
has allowed the Group that was born to overcome the period
Talmac Machine Tools on 072 265 1323 or visit
of the global crisis of 2009 and to resume growth, increasing
its direct presence in the main geographic markets.
www.talmac.co.za

Heidenhain acquires Austrian encoder
manufacturer AMO
AMO’s precision feedback encoder products will expand
Heidenhain’s motion control offerings.

H

eidenhain has acquired AMO GmbH, an Austrian
speciality encoder company. With this acquisition,
Heidenhain will coordinate AMO sales operations and
products for North America at the parent company’s US
location in Schaumburg, Illinois. Encoder production and
engineering will remain in Austria.
AMO is known for meeting precision feedback
requirements in applications where high resolution is
needed. The company has had particular success in
highly contaminated machine environments, such as in
automation, medical and semiconductor applications, as well
as some metal-forming, bending and manual machine tool
applications. The company’s inductive-based encoders can
survive many types of rough environments including coolants,
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slurries, high
vibration and heavy
dust particles without
compromising accuracy or
resolution.
AMO offers both linear and angular
encoders available in many lengths and diameters.
The linear encoders come in exposed-kit or bearing-guided
versions. The angular encoders are produced with either a
thin tape with no joining seam or as a drum type. Both make
for easy installation onto various shaft sizes. The encoders are
available in absolute versions with Biss C, FANUC, Mitsubishi,
Yaskawa and EnDat interfaces. There are also incremental
versions with 1 Vpp and TTL.

Airbus faces $1.4 billion payout
for A400M delays
European aerospace manufacturer Airbus has been forced to pay
a large one-time payout for delays to its much-maligned A400M programme.

T

he company announced in its full-year 2017 report that
it would have to make a payment of €1.3 billion ($1.4
billion) in order to mitigate the “impact of the adaptions
on schedule, capabilities and retrofit” for the aircraft.
The A400M ‘Atlas’ is a heavy military transport aircraft,
designed to compete with aircraft such as the C-130 and C-17
manufactured by US companies Lockheed-Martin and Boeing.
It is the largest, and most expensive European aerospace
project, and has faced multiple programmes over the course
of its development. The original budget of €20 billion ($24.5
billion) has been significantly overrun, and Airbus itself has
written-off up to €7 billion ($8.68 billion) on the project.
The aircraft’s development has been slowed due to
mismanagement, over-promises and poor contractor choices
compounded by the political need to distribute suppliers
across the European Union.
At one stage in 2010, the programme was almost
canceled entirely and only continued due to a €3.5 billion
($4.34 billion) lifeline supplied by the buyer nations.
The programme hit an all-time low in 2015 when one of
the aircraft crashed in Spain on its first flight, killing 4 Airbus
personnel.
This most-recent payout by the company reflects multiyear delays, and the compounding effects this has had on
loss-making contract provisions. Nonetheless, the company
remains upbeat about the future of the aircraft.
“On A400M, we made progress on the industrial and
capabilities front and agreed a re-baselining with government

customers which will significantly reduce the remaining
programme risks. This is reflected in a substantial one-off
charge,” said Airbus CEO Tom Enders.
Over the last year, the company managed to produce 19
of the A400M aircraft, up from 17 in the same period the year
before.
Nonetheless, further controversies are hitting the craft,
with new documents being obtained by Reuters showing
that some NATO nations are now acknowledging that certain
complex features of the craft will not be available due to
delays.
Emirates deal saves Airbus A380 production line
A new order for A380 jets has come just in time to save
Airbus’s production line for the world’s largest passenger
aircraft. UAE-based carrier Emirates announced that it will
purchase up to 36 of the new aircraft to supplement its fleet
following a long negotiating period with Airbus.
Of those 36, Emirates has made a commitment to
purchase a minimum of 20 of the jets, with the option to also
purchase 16 more at a later date.
The first of these jets are expected to be delivered in
2020. Currently, Emirates already operates in excess of 100
A380 aircraft, making it the world’s most significant operator
of the jet.
While it is the world’s largest passenger jet, able to carry
up to 575 passengers, Airbus has had trouble selling the
aircraft, in part due to its lack of cost-effectiveness.
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Hypertherm celebrates
50 years in business

Events this year will include the unearthing of a long-buried time capsule
and celebrations at all its global locations with company founder Dick Couch.

H

ypertherm, a
manufacturer of
industrial cutting
systems and software,
is celebrating its 50th
year of industrial
cutting innovation
by introducing new
programmes designed
to deliver greater value
to the company’s longtime customers. In
addition, the company’s
anniversary year
events will include the
unearthing of a longburied time capsule,
and celebrations at all
its global locations with
Founder Dick Couch.
From its founding
in 1968, Hypertherm
has worked to meet
customer needs,
through continuous
innovation designed
to improve productivity and
profitability. At the same time, the 100 per
cent associate-owned company follows a triple bottom line
management approach in working to enrich the community
and environment while growing its business.
“Hypertherm’s focus has always been on helping our
customers reduce their operating cost and improve cutting
performance so they can enhance their profitability. That’s
what we continue to do today. In partnering with our
customers, we are helping them identify the right solution to
meet their business goals,” said Hypertherm President and
CEO Evan Smith.
“When we say we’re ‘Shaping Possibility’, we are
supporting our customers as they bring their visions to life. At
this milestone moment, we’re inspired to extend and expand
that promise into the next half century.”
“I’m so proud of all that we’ve accomplished over the last
five decades. We’ve grown from a manufacturer of plasma
systems to a global provider of cutting solutions,” said Mr.
Couch.
“More importantly though, we did this as an independent
company following our core values while pursuing the longterm interests of our customers and communities. It is
gratifying to know that we did this while achieving our goal of
becoming a company completely owned by associates who
remain committed to providing the world’s leading industrial
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cutting solutions and to building long-term
customer relationships founded
on technology and service
leadership.”
Working out of a small two
car garage, Mr. Couch and
Professor Bob Dean discovered
that radially injecting water
into a plasma cutting nozzle
would form a narrower arc,
making it possible to cut metal
more accurately and quickly
while virtually eliminating
heavy dross and double-arcing.
Today, Hypertherm products
are found the world over, its
cutting systems used in the
construction of ships, trains,
earth-moving equipment, large
buildings, stadiums, bridges, and
so much more.
The company continues to
put customer-focused innovation
at the forefront. Through significant
investment in research and development, the
company’s engineering teams are responsible for
bringing numerous breakthrough technologies to market. This
includes the introduction of HyDefinition®, HyPerformance®,
and most recently, X-Definition™ Plasma processes, to highly
efficient air plasma, and long life consumable technologies.
Waterjet differentiators include technology that eliminates
common wear items for a lower overall cost of ownership
when compared to other brands, and software advances
designed to shorten programming time, simplify use and
deliver optimal outcomes.
Hypertherm designs and manufactures industrial
cutting products for use in a variety of industries such as
shipbuilding, manufacturing, and automotive repair. Its
product line includes cutting systems, in addition to CNC
motion and height controls, CAM nesting software, robotic
software and consumables. Hypertherm systems are trusted
for performance and reliability that result in increased
productivity and profitability for hundreds of thousands of
businesses. The company’s reputation for cutting innovation
dates to 1968, with Hypertherm’s invention of water injection
plasma cutting. The 100 per cent associate owned company
has more than 1 400 associates along with operations and
partner representation worldwide.
For more information contact Craig Sterley of
Hypertherm on email craig.sterley@hypertherm.com or visit
www.hypertherm.com

Ehang ‘drone taxi’

begins manned trials
An ambitious Chinese project to build a so-called ‘drone taxi’
has now progressed to the point where manned trials have begun.

T

he Ehang 184 incorporates many of the design
principles of quad-copter drone craft used by hobbyists
and photographers around the world, however
significantly scales up the size to the point where it can carry
a single human passenger.
Powered by electric batteries and no less than eight
propellers, the craft is capable of short (under an
hour) flights across urban areas.
Moreover, the Ehang 184 is flown
completely autonomously, meaning
the person
within the
craft does
not need
to be
licensed
to fly an
aircraft.
When the
aircraft was first unveiled
several years ago it was
widely regarded as unrealistic and
unsafe. Ehang has made steady progress with their drone
taxi concept and have added safety features like remote
piloting.
Now the company has achieved yet another first,
revealing that for the last few months it has been carrying
out piloted trials of the craft.
So far the aircraft has carried over 40 passengers,
including the deputy mayor of the Guangzhou, in a number of
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different conditions.
“Performing manned test flights enables us to
demonstrate the safety and stability of our vehicles,” said
Ehang CEO Huazhi Hu.
“What we’re doing isn’t an extreme
sport, so the safety of each passenger
always comes first. Now that we’ve
successfully tested the Ehang 184,
I’m really excited to see what
the future holds for us
in terms of air
mobility.”
So far the
company has
conducted
vertical
climb
tests,
speed tests,
distance flying
tests, tests at
night, and even tests in level 7 typhoon winds.
Moreover, the company has also revealed the existence of
a larger two-person configuration of the craft with a payload
capacity of 280kg, powered by 16 rotors. This craft has
also advanced to the point where they are also using it for
manned flights.
Nonetheless, Ehang still has a way to go before it can
commercialise its technology, and expects to conduct many
more test flights before it can get regulatory approval.

Latest stats reveal top 10
most automated countries

The automation of production is accelerating around the world,
according to new figures published by the International Federation of Robotics,
which shows global robot density is on the rise.

T

he 2017 World
Robot Statistics
have revealed that
74 robot units per 10
000 employees is the
new average of global
robot density in the
manufacturing industries,
up from 66 units in
2015.
By regions, the
average robot density
in Europe is 99 units,
in the Americas 84 and
in Asia 63 units. The
top 10 most automated
countries in the world
are: South Korea,
Singapore, Germany,
Japan, Sweden,
Denmark, the US, Italy,
Belgium and Taiwan.
The region with the highest growth rate of robot density,
unsurprisingly, is Asia. Between 2010 and 2016, its average
annual growth rate was 9%, compared to 7% in the Americas
and 5% in Europe.
Asia
The development of robot density in China was the most
dynamic in the world. Due to the significant growth of robot
installations, particularly between 2013 and 2016, the density
rate rose from 25 units in 2013 to 68 units in 2016.
Today, China’s robot density ranks 23rd worldwide. And
the government reportedly intends to forge ahead and make
it into the world’s top 10 most intensively automated nations
by 2020. By then, its robot
density is targeted to rise
to 150 units.
Worldwide, the
Republic of Korea
has by far the highest
robot density in the
manufacturing industry - a
position the country has
held since 2010.
The country’s robot
density exceeds the global
average by a good eightfold (631 units). This high
growth rate is attributed to
the continued installation
of a high volume of
robots particularly in the
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electrical/electronics
industry and in the
automotive industry.
Singapore follows
in second place with a
rate of 488 robots per
10 000 employees in
2016. About 90% of
robots are installed in
the electronics industry
in Singapore. Japan
ranked fourth in the
world: In 2016, 303
robots were installed
per 10 000 employees
in the manufacturing
industry - following
Germany’s ranking of
third (309 units).
Japan is the world’s
predominant industrial
robot manufacturer: The production capacity of Japanese
suppliers reached 153 000 units in 2016 - the highest level
ever recorded. Today, Japan’s manufacturers deliver 52% of
the global supply.
North America
Robot density in the United States increased significantly
to 189 robots in 2016 - the country ranks seventh in the
world.
Since 2010, the necessary modernisation of domestic
production facilities has boosted robot sales in the US. The
main driver of this growth was the ongoing trend to automate
production in order to strengthen American industries on
the global market and to keep manufacturing at home, and
in some cases, to bring
back manufacturing that
had previously been sent
overseas.
The automotive
industry still leads as
the main customer of
industrial robots with
more than half of total
sales in 2016 (52%).
Robot sales in the US
will continue to increase
between 2017 and
2020 by at least 15% on
average per year.
Mexico is
predominantly a
production hub for car 

The 2017 World Robot Statistics
have revealed that 74 robot units
per 10 000 employees is the new
average of global robot density in the
manufacturing industries, up
from 66 units in 2015
manufacturers and automotive parts suppliers that export
to the US and increasingly to South America. Mexico’s
automotive industry is by far the main robot customer with a
share of 81% in 2016.
Europe
Europe’s most automated country is Germany - ranking
third worldwide with 309 units. The annual supply and the
operational stock of industrial robots in 2016 had a share of
36% and 41% respectively of total robot sales in Europe.
Between 2018 and 2020, the annual supply in Germany
will continue to grow by at least 5% on average per year due to
the increasing demand for robots in the general industry and
in the automotive industry.
France has a robot density of 132 units (ranking 18th in
the world), which is well above the global average of 74 robots
- but relatively weak compared to other EU countries such as
Sweden (223 units), Denmark (211 units), Italy (185 units)
and Spain (160 units).
But under the new government, France is in the process of

regaining competitiveness in its manufacturing sectors. This
may, to a certain extent, promote installations of new robots in
the next few years.
Between 2018 and 2020, average annual growth in the
number of robot installations in France is expected to increase
by between 5 to 10%.
The UK has a robot density below the world average of 74
units with 71 units, ranking 22nd.
As we are so often told, the general industry is highly in
need of necessary investment in order to modernise and
increase productivity. The low robot density rate is indicative
of this fact. Despite the decision to leave the EU, there are
currently many suggested investment plans for capacity
expansion and modernisation of foreign and local automotive
companies. It is not evident though whether companies
will hold back investments due to uncertainties concerning
customs duties, the IFR noted.
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Surgeons use 3D printed

implant after removing chest tumour
A large 3D printed titanium implant replaced bone lost after a tennis ball-sized
tumour was removed from a Welsh cancer patient.

C

ardiothoracic
surgeons Ira
Goldsmith and
Thomas Bragg at
Morriston Hospital in
Swansea turned to
Renishaw’s medical
prosthesis team to
help repair a large gap
in the chest of 71-yearold Peter Maggs that
was left after the
removal of a tumour
that had developed in
the cartilage of one of
his ribs.
Maggs had
experienced no pain
or discomfort and
thought that the
lump in his chest
was a cyst, but scans
revealed a tumour the
width of a tennis ball.
“It was a very
extensive growth that
need to be removed.
However removing it
also meant removing
part of the breastbone and three ribs,” explained Goldsmith.
Normal surgical procedure would be to repair the resulting
gap with a cement prosthesis that would be made during the
surgery. However, because Maggs suffers from heart problems
and this would have lengthened the surgery, the
team thought that a premade custom implant
would provide a faster and better solution.
“Although [a cement prosthesis] can be quite
substantial it is not a precise fit, and it can move,
causing problems such as dislocation,” said
Goldsmith.
The titanium implant was designed to be
screwed into place, but as the bone it needs to
be attached to was narrow and soft, Goldsmith
sewed it into place instead, and covered it with a
section of muscle earlier harvested from Maggs’
upper back.
The procedure took eight hours, two hours
less than if a cement prosthesis had been used.
“We are very pleased with the outcome. The
implant is a perfect fit,” said Goldsmith.
“Titanium is very strong and any problems
like this location are reduced or even eliminated
because the implant is anchored securely to the
ribs and breastbone.”
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Goldsmith has
discussed the
procedure with
Swansea University,
and says that protocols
are being drawn up so
that other surgeons
around the world can
use this technique.
He is also planning to
carry it out again in
future at Morriston.
“We are delighted
to have been the
subcontractor for this
complex 3D printed
titanium implant
designed in-house
by Abertawe Bro
Morgannwg University
Health Board. The
implant was produced
on a Renishaw metal
additive manufacturing
(AM) machine at our
Miskin facility near
Cardiff, where all of
our AM systems are
manufactured. We
wish Mr Maggs well with his recovery,” commented Renishaw
spokesman Chris Pockett.

Desktop Metal unveils Live Parts,

a new approach to generative design

A

dditive manufacturing is
driving innovation with the
ability to fabricate complex
parts more efficiently than
traditional methods. DM Labs is
exploring a new solution to simplify
generative design for 3D printing.
Currently in development,
Live Parts™ is an experimental
technology that applies
morphogenetic principles and
advanced simulation to autogenerate part designs in minutes.
The vision for Live Parts is to
enable users to quickly realise
the full potential of additive
manufacturing, including material
and cost efficiency and design flexibility.
The aim of Live Parts is to simplify generative design,
enabling the creation of strong and lightweight parts in
a matter of minutes. With it, users can maximise the full
potential of 3D printing.
Developed by DM Labs, Desktop Metal’s research and
innovation group, Live Parts is powered by a Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU) accelerated multi-physics engine. This
allows designs to be auto-generated in real time, applying
morphogenetic principles and advanced simulation to ensure
parts are optimised for 3D printing.
“At Desktop Metal, we are committed to making metal
3D printing both accessible and successful for designers,

engineers and manufacturing
teams. In addition to
hardware, we believe design
for additive manufacturing
software tools and
techniques are critical to
the successful fabrication
of strong, lightweight parts
that perform. We are excited
to partner with Dassault
Systèmes on the preview
of our latest innovation,
Live Parts, and to offer our
software tool as a means
for educational exploration
to the largest community
of engineers leading
advancements in additive manufacturing,” said Ric Fulop, CEO
and Co-Founder at Desktop Metal.
The tool creates functional parts with complex geometries
that are well suited for 3D printing technology. Moreover,
Live Parts is accessible to users with zero knowledge on
how to design for the techniques and guidelines of additive
manufacturing.
Desktop Metal and Dassault Systèmes will continue to
work together and create new features, eventually offering a
full workflow from design to 3D printing. The two companies
will also collaborate on new initiatives, including metal
3D printing certification and curriculum, as well as joint
educational programmes.

The Mazak UD/400/5X,
winner of the One of the Best
Products in Japan in 2017 awards

T

he Mazak UD-400/5X has won the main prize as “One
of the Best 10 Products in Japan in 2017” awards, held
by the Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun Ltd., one of the leading
industrial newspapers in Japan.
The “One of the Best 10 Products in Japan” awards are
presented by the Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun Ltd. to products
that contribute to the advancement of industrial development
and strengthening Japan’s international competitiveness,
chosen from products developed and introduced each year by
participating companies. 72 products were submitted by 68
companies for the most recent competition, which was the
60th in its history.
The UD400/5X is a high accuracy 5-axis machining center
designed for high speed micro- precision machining. The
high speed 45 000rpm spindle provides higher productivity
and double column construction ensures high accuracy over
extended periods of operation.

Other Mazak
products that
received the
One of the Best
10 Products
in Japan
Awards include Integrex e-Ramtec V/8 (2007 - multi-tasking
machine), Integrex i-150 (2008 - multi-tasking machine),
Quick Turn Smart series (2009 - CNC turning center), FJV
II series (2010 - vertical machining center), Optiplex 3015
(2011 - laser processing machine), Integrex i-100 BARTAC
series (2013 - multi-tasking machine), Mazatrol SmoothX
(2014 - CNC control), Variaxis i-1050T (2015 simultaneous
5-axis machining center) and FF-5000/40 (2016 - horizontal
machining center).
For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za
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Divide and conquer with latest
Sandvik parting-off tools
New blade and process boost parting-off.

C

utting tool and tooling
system specialist Sandvik
Coromant has unveiled a
new blade for its CoroCut QD
parting-off system, which in
combination with new process
methodology, substantially
improves the tool’s stability by
realigning the resultant cutting
force. Among numerous benefits
available to the customer are
improved productivity, enhanced
surface quality and reduced
noise levels.
With conventional partingoff tool configurations on
turning centers and multi-task
machines, the capability of
feed motion in the XZ plane is
an inherent limitation. When
performing parting operations
the resultant vector of cutting
forces is inevitably directed sharply across the tool’s crosssection, leading to high loads and potential deformation.
To remedy the situation, Sandvik Coromant engineers
have developed a solution that takes advantage of capability
in modern turning centers and multi-task machines to feed
the tool in the Y direction. In the new concept, the top face
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of the insert is placed parallel
to the end of the blade, as if
rotating the insert seat 90°
anti-clockwise. The new blade
cuts its way into the workpiece
with its front end, which
roughly aligns the resultant
vector of cutting forces with
the longitudinal axis of the
blade. FEM analysis confirms
that this eliminates the critical
stresses typical to conventional
blades and increases blade
stiffness by six times compared
with standard designs. With
enhanced stiffness, customers
can increase feed rates or use a
longer overhang without losing
stability.
When deployed on turning
centers, the biggest benefits
of Y-axis parting are improved
productivity and process security.
For multitasking machine users, Y-axis parting blades offer
increased accessibility and capability for larger diameters.
In fact, a pre-test confirmed a 50% increase in overhang
when parting-off a conventional 120mm diameter bar at
the maximum feed capacity of the insert, thus helping to
maximise the full potential of the machine. Furthermore,
a 300% productivity increase was achieved without any
compromise to process security.
In a customer test case, Y-axis parting successfully
replaced band sawing for a 180mm diameter Inconel bar,
resulting in significant productivity improvement due to
dramatically shorter machining times.
Another advantage of Y-axis parting is that it requires
minimal changes to typical production set-ups. Importantly,
the same programme can be used for all components, while
another major benefit is that practically no extra tool costs are
incurred as existing CoroCut QD tooling can be utilised. There
is also high potential to make genuine time savings when the
workpiece is clamped at both ends as no other operations are
possible during parting-off.
The new CoroCut QD blades come in widths of 3 and
4mm. Standard length versions (in both 3 and 4mm widths)
are offered for parting up to 120mm diameter, as well as
an extra-long 4mm wide blade for parting up to 180mm
diameter. Conventional CoroCut QD blade adaptors and
inserts can be used with the new blades.
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on TEL:
0860 101 008 or Mary-Ann Haylett on TEL: 011 570 9615,
or email: mary-ann.haylett@sandvik.com or visit
www.sandvik.coromant.com

Innovative 3D control for DMG MORI’s
universal machines

D

MG MORI has enhanced its
range of products for its CLX and
CMX models with its offer of 3D
controllers and new equipment variations
showcased at the company’s recent Open
House held in Pfronten, Germany.
With the launch of the CLX, CMX V
and CMX U series at the AMB 2016, DMG
MORI now offers a variety of high-performance, attractive
universal machines with an extensive range of equipment
options that will impress users in numerous industries. Both
at the hardware level as well as when it comes to control and
software features, DMG MORI continues to further develop
the successful models, which are manufactured in Poland and
Italy.
The latest results include the comprehensive range of 3D
controls with solutions from Siemens, Fanuc and Heidenhain,
new development stages in the area of turning centers and
intelligent automation solutions in Vertico design.
The workshop-oriented programming includes state-ofthe-art 3D controls as they simplify work processes and make
them more efficient. DMG MORI also relies on innovative and
operator-friendly control solutions for its universal machines.
The CLX turning centers are thus available with the 19” DMG
MORI SLIMline multi-touch control panel
and Siemens for intuitive and simple
ease of operation.
“We are presenting the series with
the 15” DMG MORI SLIMline panel
and FANUC for 3D simulation with easy
contour verification as new options,”
explains Dr. Michael Budt, who, as CSO,
is responsible for the Polish Famot,
the Italian factory Graziano and the
Russian factory Ulyanovsk MT. Due to
the enormous market demand, the CLX series has also been
built in the traditional DMG MORI Graziano plant in Tortona in
Italy since mid-2017.
In the future, the site will increasingly focus on the
development and production of the Fanuc controls. Graziano
can also depend on its extensive experience and history for
the development of integrated automation solutions.
In the milling area, DMG MORI will in the future also
set new standards in 3D control with its CMX V and CMX U
models with the optionally available Heidenhain multi-touch.
The panel, with its 45 degrees swivel range, and the 19”
multi-touch display offers advanced ergonomics and a good
overview of the status of the machine.
The control supports the operator with
fast and easy access to parameters and
user data, simplifies the administration
and documentation of order and process
data and offers the option of efficient data
management with DFX Import. A full ASCI
keyboard and optimised elements on the
touchscreen guarantee easy and reliable
operating processes - for example 3D
simulation with convenient touch function.
Dr. Michael Budt adds: “This means that all
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CMX Vs and CMX Us are fitted with the very
latest and intuitive multi-touch control as
standard, which is a unique feature in this
form.”
Efficient manufacturing with DMG
MORI Technology Cycles
In addition to a wide range of control
features, software support with numerous
DMG MORI Technology Cycles is also available for the CLX,
CMX V und CMX U series. The alternating speed for prevention
of vibrations by means of speed adaptation or Easy Tool
Monitoring, which prevents damage due to tool breakage or
tool overload, are only two examples for the CLX series. DMG
MORI also offers Technology Cycles for the CMX V and CMX
U, which contribute to ensuring that machining processes are
even more efficient.
Diversity of features thanks to new expansion options
DMG MORI has also increased the diversity of features
in the area of turning centers. The CLX 350 is – also like the
CLX 450 and CLX 550 – now also available as V4 with Y-axis.
It enables off-centre machining for all three models with 120
mm travel paths. In addition there is also the V6 version
with counter spindle for 6-axis
complete machining. The CLX
550 has already been available
in all expansion options since the
EMO 2017. Thanks to the high
degree of modularity, the CLX
turning centre is the ideal solution
for many different industries
- including the automotive
industry or general machinery
and plant engineering. The increasing order situation in this
segment has confirmed DMG MORI’s strategy of continuously
developing the CLX and CMX series.
Gantry loader also for the CLX 350
Following on from DMG MORI presenting the CLX 450 with
gantry loader at the last EMO, the machine tool manufacturer
has also presented the CLX 350 with this automation solution
in Pfronten. The automation solution in the new Vertico design
manages tool weights up to 6kg and the tool process can be
individually planned for all CLX turning machines by Famot’s
engineering department. Moreover, the GX 6 has been
further optimised in the area of handling workpieces through
additional grips and new options. DMG MORI
has relied on the proven PH 150, a palette
handling system for the CMX V und CMX
U series. Both automation solutions are
fully integrated into the DMG MORI
machines, perfectly adapted to them,
and appear in the new Vertigo design
from DMG MORI.
For more information contact
Retecon Machine Tools on TEL: 011
976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Turning inserts for machines
with limited cutting parameters
Walter has introduced two insert grades in its Perform Line of turning
tools, the WPV10 and WPV20.

W

alter has introduced two insert grades in its Perform
line of turning tools, the WPV10 and WPV20. They
are designed to be versatile, cost-effective inserts for
users whose machines are limited in cutting parameters due
to stability and performance, and who need a versatile insert
that can handle different materials, as well as for those who
machine small or medium batch sizes. The inserts are also
beneficial to users who have difficulties measuring the tool
life of an insert and who change inserts at set intervals, for
example at the beginning of each shift.
Both grades have CVD coating and gold colour for easy
wear detection. They are available in three geometries: FV5

(finishing), MV5 (medium machining) and RV5 (roughing).
The primary application for the inserts is steels (ISO P), with
secondary applications in stainless steels (ISO M) and cast
iron (ISO K). In field testing, the company says the inserts
demonstrated superior process reliability and good chip
control with tool life increases of up to 100 per cent when
compared to similar inserts.
For further details contact Gerald Green, Walter’s
Application Engineer for South Africa on TEL: 071 688 3266,
email gerald.green@walter-tools.com or visit
www.walter-tools.com

Okuma introduces the new MU-8000V
Laser EX, additive technology, super
multitasking CNC machine
Next-generation, super multitasking CNC machine,
combines traditional machining with laser metal deposition capabilities.

O

kuma has introduced the MU-8000V Laser EX
multitasking CNC machine, combining the latest laser
additive technology with subtractive manufacturing
capabilities. It’s the ultimate process-intensive machine that
enables complete part production on one machine.
The MU-8000V Laser EX revolutionises production by
implementing laser metal deposition (LMD) technology with
the ability to cut unique parts of many different sizes and
shapes. LMD supplies powder from nozzles and performs
laser melting and bonding to parent material. This allows
for various types of materials to be combined and layered in
addition to the possibility of three-dimensional fabrication and
cladding.
Parts can also be repaired and inspected
throughout production, and an infinitely variable
control of laser spot diameters (0.4
to 8.5mm) increase efficiency
and resolution.
By implementing laser
metal deposition (LMD) instead
of laser metal fusion (LMF),
Okuma’s MU-8000V Laser EX
offers these advantages:
• Mid-process part inspection
and material exchange
• Coolant use in work envelope
• Faster process than powder
bed fusion
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• Three-dimensional fabricating
Additional Laser EX series products will be introduced to the
market in the future and will feature:
• Laser hardening - designed to work on carbon steel
material. Heating by laser emission, with hardening by selfcooling. Case hardening is possible. Less warpage than with
high-frequency or ﬂame hardening
• Process-intensive turn hardening and grinding - cutting and
grinding is completed on a single CNC machine
with no setup change. Uniform-width turn
hardening using a high-output, stable
laser. Case hardening on
cylindrical surface with
no uneven hardening and
little warping
• Resin mould repairs all operations, from crack
removal to ﬁnishing,
on a single machine.
Accommodates hard-tocut and high-hardness
materials
For more information
contact F & H Machine
Tools on TEL: 011
397 4050 or visit
www.fhmt.co.za

TaeguTec’s indexable gundrill,

deep drilling heads with unique trigonal insert
Drilling deep into any material can be a challenge that is best answered by the right cutting tool.

T

aeguTec’s indexable gundrill
and deep drilling heads with its
unique trigonal insert evacuates
chips without damaging the surface
finish and delivers coolant directly
onto the material while also offering
accuracy, repeatability, an excellent
surface finish and minimises cycle
times.
The newest addition to the
T-Deep line covers single and double
tube systems and is designed with a
direct mounting system that reduces
down time.
With a diameter range from
16mm to 28mm, the new T-Deep
indexable gundrill is a versatile
tool that can be applied to several
industries such as mould and die,
power generation, wind power,
automotive, shipbuilding, machine
tool, railways and oil and gas.
To accompany the additions
to the T-Deep family, TaeguTec
introduced the TOGT line, a new
series of inserts specifically
designed for deep hole
machining.
The important features of
the TOGT insert are a three
cutting edge chip splitter that
generates optimised chip
shapes, a positive rake angle
as well as a wiper for excellent
hole surface quality and high
feed.
By combining both products
into one powerful tool, chips will
be reduced into small pieces,
making it easy for them to
move up the tool’s flute and
out of harm’s way, a procedure
that minimises damage to the
surface finish and reduces
premature tool wear or
breakage.
The T-Deep’s rigid clamping
system and low spindle
runout repeatedly hits targets
accurately, while its coolant
delivery mechanism that shoots
spray directly to the tool’s tip
forces the chips out of the
hole with ease so that the

T-Deep and workpiece remain cool even under the hottest of
temperatures.
Furthermore, the insert line is available in five sizes 8mm to 12mm - and is coated with TaeguTec’s versatile
TT9030 PVD grade, an important factor when choosing a tool
that cuts cost and increases the productivity of high quality
parts.
The TBTA-TR deep drilling heads work in perfect unison
with the new T-Deep gundrill in order for it to reduce
downtime due to its direct mounting system design, and is
available in either a single or double tube system.
The TBTA-TR head is offered either as a single tube with a
diameter range of 16mm to 28mm or as a double tube with a
diameter range of 18.4mm to 28mm.
The TRGD / TRGDL type gundrill holder comes as a driver
type or flute length and is designed specifically for machining
center and gundrill machines.
For more information contact TaeguTec SA on
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com
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Mazak Variaxis i-300 simultaneous 5-axis
vertical machining center features auto work changer

R

and tool storage capacities to
ecently the demand for
40 workpieces and 505 tools
automation systems for
(in increments of 60 tools),
small, complex workpieces,
respectively.
such as those found in the
The VMC has a standard
medical equipment and aerospace
12 000rpm spindle (with up to
industries, for the production of
30 000rpm available), and its
a wide variety of parts in small
integral spindle/motor design
lot sizes is increasing. Yamazaki
and temperature-controlled
Mazak has developed the Variaxis
coolant help enable vibrationi-300 AWC in response to this
free, high-speed operation.
increasing demand based on
The machine’s trunnion-style
Mazak FMS production expertise
rotary table creates high rigidity
accumulated over many years.
and accuracy in the A and C
Designed for automated smallaxes, while its compact spindle
to medium-size part processing
cartridge, cam-driven tool
operations, the VMC is suitable for
changer, ball screw core cooling,
machining aluminium and other
and MX hybrid roller guide
non-ferrous metals.
system all contribute to operator
It comes standard with a
The VARIAXIS i-300 AWC (Auto Work Changer), a
multiple drum tool storage system
compact 5-axis automation cell developed for high mix, ease of use and machining
low volume production
precision, the company states.
that holds up to 145 tools, and the
The machine features the
AWC with 32 positions accommodates
Mazatrol SmoothX CNC.
workpieces up to 350mm x 315mm
For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
and weighing up to 62 kilograms.
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za
If production needs increase, shops can expand the AWC

Heidenhain’s monitoring system connects
control with PCs, mobile devices

H

can also show the status of
eidenhain’s StateMonitor
connected machines in charts
connects the company’s TNC
and graphs so users can present
controls with PC systems
to enable users to view data and
up-to-date information in
evaluate control processes remotely
meetings.
StateMonitor is part of the
and in real time. It is designed to
company’s Connected Machining
highlight data usage and timesaving
functional package, which
workflow methods as well as provide
transparent processes. Users can
combines solutions for the
configure the system per project
completely individual networking
of production. It includes the
requirements and use it as needed.
Heidenhain direct numerical
The system captures, visualises
control (DNC) interface, Remote
and evaluates the status of
Desktop Manager and the
connected machines and displays
it on any networked terminals. It
Extended Workspace enhanced
display function as well as other
can centrally display the statuses
of several machines on a control
With the TNC 640, Extended Workspace and State Monitor, applications which TNC uses to
receive and use digital job data
in production, a PC or a mobile
the specialist in the workshop has all information
in the workshop.
device like a tablet or smartphone.
clearly in view
This enables users to leave their
For more information contact
machines without losing sight of them and to create NC
Mafema Sales Services on TEL: 314 4416 or visit
www.heidenhainsa.co.za
programmes from an office instead of the shop floor. It
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Yaskawa innovation. Motoman ArcWorld V3:
Patented turnkey, robot based portable arc welding cell
Save time, production and labour costs.

W

ith the new ArcWorld V3, Yaskawa
adds a further chapter to the
successful track record of its
ArcWorld robot based arc welding cell.
The model features a small footprint,
short delivery times and a high degree
of flexibility. Additionally, the robot,
positioner, controller and energy
source are combined on one platform.
If necessary, the robot cell can be
relocated quickly and easily. In addition,
the new model has two light, ergonomic
workstations for the operator, at which the
required materials are always close at hand.
Installation is a plug-and-play procedure
The new compact cell enables a cost-effective and
straightforward introduction to robot based welding. For
example the standard version of the Motoman ArcWorld V3
can combine a 6-axis Motoman MA1440 welding robot with
a 2-station positioner and a 500 kg payload per station. The
ArcWorld can be easily integrated into various production
processes and is ideal for welding small and medium-sized
components. Workpieces can also be loaded and unloaded
with an indoor overhead crane, if required.
Relocation practicality
The Motoman ArcWorld V3 is equipped with wheels to
enable flexibility in moving your station/s to different areas of
your production department at your convenience, quickly and

easily. Furthermore, provision is made for a forklift
to do the relocation, something that is
often required in a modern production
environment.
One cell - many possibilities
Thanks to a wide selection of
optional features, the ArcWorld V3 can
be adapted to the respective production
requirements. For example, welding
equipment for MIG/MAG welding, a
media supply of signal, air and power
lines for the positioner or an HMI control
panel are available.
Twin robots or a fixed positioning table can
also be installed as an option without an increase in
setup surface. The Arc World V3 can also be combined with
the proven welding power sources of leading manufacturers
and with Yaskawa’s own Motoweld-RL350 inverter welding
power source.
Radial door system
Last but not least, the Motoman ArcWorld V3 is now
designed with a radial door system to allow greater flexibility
in loading and offloading, while at the same time protecting
the operator. One door is positioned so that the operator
can load/offload one positioning table while the Yaskawa
Motorman completes the required operation.
For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa on
TEL: 011 608 3182 or visit www.yaskawa.za.com

Tungaloy’s face mills adjustable

insert pockets reduce axial runout

T

ungaloy is expanding its TFE
series of face milling
cutters for finishing
applications to include
bodies with adjustable
insert pockets.
Tungaloy is expanding
its TFE series of face milling
cutters for finishing applications
to include bodies with adjustable
insert pockets. The cutters are said to help achieve nearzero axial runout for good surface finishing results.
The screw and wedge located beneath each insert pocket
are used to axially adjust the insert heights to a tolerance of
±0.065mm (±0.0026"). This is said to improve surface quality
on the workpieces and insure uniform wear progression on all
the inserts in the cutter, facilitating insert life management.
The adjustable cutters use existing TFE inserts which
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are available in a range of grades
and geometries for a variety
of materials and applications,
including the AH120 coated
carbide grade for steel and cast
iron; AH140 for stainless steel;
DS1100 with chipbreakers for
non-ferrous materials; NS740 cermet
grade for steel; uncoated KS05F grade for
non-ferrous applications; and DX140, a PCDtipped format serving as a nonferrous, high-parameter
solution.
The standard cutter bodies are available in the bore (shellmill) style only, with outer diameters of 80mm, 100mm and
125mm. Specials are available upon request.
For further information contact Star Tooling on
TEL: 011 818 2250 or visit www.startooling.co.za

Doosan two-spindle
vertical machining center
doubles capacity
D

oosan Machine Tools has announced the addition of the
DMP 500/2SP to its line of vertical machining centers.
Doosan Machine Tools has announced the addition of
the DMP 500/2SP to its line of vertical machining centers.
Equipped with two spindles and two automatic toolchangers
(ATCs), this model is designed for
production job shops and highvolume parts manufacturers.
Compared to singlespindle machining centers,
the system effectively doubles
productivity by machining two
parts simultaneously, reducing
work loading, unloading and
idle times. For reduced setup
times, the right spindle features
a W-axis adjustment of 20mm,
allowing quick compensation for
any variability in fixture heights
between spindles.

Direct-drive, 12 000rpm spindles with 118 Newton Meters
of torque are standard, and 8 000rpm spindles with 211 footpounds of torque are optional. The load capacity is 800kg and
the table size is 1 200mm x 520mm, easily accommodating
a variety of workpieces and fixtures. With the 520mm Y-axis
stroke, it offers a machining space
well suited for a range of parts.
X and Z travels are 1 040mm and
600mm respectively.
Dual 24-tool capacity
magazines are standard, and
30 and 40 tool magazines are
optional. The dual ATCs boast
1.7 sec. tool-change times,
keeping the tools in the cut longer.
For further details contact
Puma Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit
www.pumamachinetools.co.za
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A new look for gear milling - Iscar

T

The cutters with replaceable
echnology and its products
are often causative: A
heads have two significant
technology might be applied
advantages compared with gear
to develop more effective and
milling tools carrying indexable
intelligent products, which in turn
inserts. They offer better precision
can play an important role in
and allow the design of gearadvancing that technology.
milling cutters that are small in
This interrelationship may
diameter but feature quite a large
be observed in metalworking.
number of teeth. The replaceable
Over the last few years, leadingheads are mounted in bodies
edge technology has resulted
(shanks), which are standard-line
in multitasking machine tools
products suitable not only for the
and machining centers with
gear-milling heads but also for
impressive working possibilities.
other types of head (for milling
ModuGear
At the same time, this progress
slots and grooves, for example).
in machine tool engineering is
This enables customers to increase
significantly changing metal cutting technology.
operating efficiency of the versatile shanks and to reduce tool
The advanced multifunctional machine tools increasingly
stock, providing added value.
widen the range of machining operations that can be
The replaceable solid carbide heads of the T-Gear SD
performed. Technological processes developed for these
D32-M…-SP15 family are mounted in standard T-Slot SD-SP15
machines are oriented to maximise machining operation for
cylindrical shanks and transform the latter into 32mm
one-setup manufacturing, creating a new source for more
diameter gear milling cutters. The precise profile of the
accurate and productive manufacturing. Milling gears and
cutters’ teeth and the accurate and reliable SP-connection
splines is one of the operations suitable for performing on the
between the shank and the head define its range of use:
new machines.
Milling involute gears featuring a 1mm to 2mm module.
Traditionally, gear (and spline) making is a complicated
Both types of milling cutters (those with indexable inserts
process that involves milling, chamfering, grinding and
and
those with replaceable heads) meet the requirements of
other operations. With batch manufacturing, the majority is
standard
DIN 3972, basic profile II.
made on specific machines like gear hobbing, gear shaving,
There are two types of Multi-Master spline and gear
gear grinding and so on. Developments in technology have
making solid carbide heads. The first type is represented by
changed the limits of hardness for cutting and considerably
the MM SS heads that were specially designed for milling
increased operational accuracy. This in turn has reduced
involute spline shafts, specified by DIN 5480 and ANSI B92.1
abrasive machining in gear making while decreasing rough
standards. These heads are intended for 1mm, 1.25mm,
cutting. The modern multifunctional machines, which meet
1.5mm and 3mm module (DIN 5480) and 8mm, 10mm,
the requirements of one-set-up manufacturing, have proved to
12mm and 24mm diametral pitch (ANSI B92.1).
be perfect for various gear making operations.
The heads of the second type, MM SG, are used in milling
These new machines require appropriate tooling and
cutting tools manufacturers should prepare their response
spur gears in accordance with DIN 3972 (module 1mm to
accordingly, which is why producers of general purpose
1.75mm) and ANSI B6.1 (diametral pitch 15mm to 24mm)
rotating cutting tools are reconsidering the role of gear-milling
standards.
cutters in their programme for standard product lines.
The main application field for Multi-Master
Iscar, one of the leaders in the cutting
heads is the efficient production of small to
tool industry, is embodying this trend with
medium batches of spline and spur gears in
a three-point programme for form gear
various industrial branches.
making tools:
The world of gears is very rich and
• Milling cutters carrying indexable inserts
multiform, embracing a wide variety of
• Milling cutters with replaceable cutting
external and internal gears like spur, helical,
heads based on the T-Slot concept
bevel, hypoid, and more. Manufacturing
• Milling cutters with replaceable Multithese gears encompasses an entire, dynamic
Master cutting heads
industrial sector with its own methods,
ModuGear, the family of indexable
equipment and tooling. The introduction of
gear milling cutters reflects a conventional
multitasking machines in gear milling as a
design approach, comprising disk-type tools
serious alternative to a dedicated machine
with tangentially clamped LNET inserts. The
represents a new challenge to this sector
tangential clamping principle provides an
and producers of commonly used cutting
extremely rigid and durable cutter structure
tools should be ready for this significant
that results in stable and precise enough
change. Iscar meets this challenge while
machining tooth or spline profiles. Its
maintaining the requisite high standards
principal application is producing involute
demanded by end users.
gears of relatively low accuracy and rough
For further details contact Iscar
gear-milling operations that feature a 1mm
South
Africa on TEL: 011 997 2700 or
to 1.75mm gear module range.
T-Gear
visit www.iscar.com
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TruLaser 2030 fiber:
Compact powerhouse for laser cutting
Easy entry to laser cutting. High productivity at low investment and
operating costs. Intuitive operation reduces amount of training needed.

T

rumpf has launched the
TruLaser 2030 fiber. Its intuitive
operation, low investment and
operating costs make it particularly
suitable for the needs of businesses
starting out in laser cutting. Equipped
with up to four kilowatts of laser
power, it is remarkably productive.
If required, the TruLaser 2030 fiber
is also capable of fully automatic
manufacturing.
Intuitive operation reduces
amount of training needed
Only 7.8m x 5.9m of installation
space is required for the TruLaser
2030 fiber, including pallet changer.
Important components such as the
switch cabinet, suction system and
laser are built into the machine
frame. The 3m working area is easily
accessible along its whole length and
is designed for large formats. Large
windows and LED illumination provide
optimum views inside the machine. The TruLaser 2030 fiber
fulfills all requirements with regard to laser safety.

Its ease of operation meets the needs of newcomers to
laser cutting. If the operator of the TruLaser 2030 fiber wants
to assign a job, the relevant questions for setting up and
programming the machine appear on the control
user interface. The user is guided by the interface
through the various steps until the programme
starts. Trumpf cutting parameters for all materials
and sheet thicknesses are stored on the machine
prior to delivery. Together with its intuitive
operation, this significantly reduces the amount
of requisite training. Cutting programmes can be
easily transferred to the TruLaser 2030 fiber using
a network or USB drive. In practically no time,
drawings can be created directly on the machine
and converted into cutting programmes.
Machine dynamics, short setup times and
automation solutions increase productivity
TruLaser 2030 fiber is available with two,
three or four kilowatts of laser power. It displays
its strengths especially in sheet thicknesses from
1mm to 12mm, where it cuts very fast. It also
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processes thicker sheets. Thanks to
the robust TruDisk solid-state laser,
the TruLaser 2030 fiber can cut
highly reflective materials such as
copper using nitrogen.
All materials and sheet
thicknesses can be processed with
the same cutting unit. This saves
setup time, as there is no need
to change the lens and cutting
head. Along with other parameters,
the focal position of the laser
also adjusts automatically to the
respective material. The cutting
head’s collision protection and
an automatic nozzle changer with
space for eight nozzles reduce setup
times even further.
Depending on the capacity
utilisation and the degree of
automation wanted, the machine is
available with a pallet for manual
loading and unloading, a pallet
changer or LiftMaster Shuttle. The
retrofittable LiftMaster Shuttle makes it possible to load and
unload the machine on a fully automated basis. Available in
many different installation versions, the TruLaser 2030 fiber
adapts perfectly to the material flows and space conditions of
the manufacturing operations at hand.
Configurations for various application scenarios
The various laser-power options and material-flow
solutions permit different application scenarios. Equipped
with two kilowatts of laser power and a manual pallet, the
TruLaser 2030 fiber works cost-effectively even at lower
utilisation rates. The combination of three kilowatts of laser
power and a pallet changer increases application flexibility
and productivity. Thanks to the increased laser power, it is
possible to process thicker sheets. Using the pallet changer,

the machine works efficiently in one- or two-layer operation;
material changes take only 45 seconds. Meanwhile, the
TruLaser 2030 fiber with four kilowatts of laser power,
automatic nozzle changer and LiftMaster Shuttle is ideally
suited for continuous operation.
To increase the capacity utilisation of the laser and
to reduce the investment costs, the machine can also be
operated in a laser network. To this end, the TruDisk laser has
an additional output as an option. In this way, the laser can
supply an additional machine or welding cell as well as the
TruLaser 2030 fiber. This reduces procurement costs for the
second laser and facilitates the entry into new technologies
such as laser welding or laser tube cutting.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Mitutoyo’s QM-Height digital
height gauges

T

he QM-Height digital height gauge line offers an accuracy
of 4.5µm and a large stationary display panel with userfriendly icon control keys and GO/NG LED indicator to
improve user operability.
Enhanced measurement and memory capabilities in the
QM-Height allow the capture of complex dimensional data.
Measurement capabilities include height, as well as step,
inside and outside widths, inside and outside diameters and
circle pitch (height components), free-form surface maximum
and minimum heights and displacement by scanning
measurement. The QM-Height remembers the preceding
measurement (height component) and can display the
difference (pitch) between results below the measurement.
Two models in the QM-Height line offer a pneumatic
flotation system and an ergonomic positioning grip allowing
the base of the gauge to rise and smoothly move along
surface plate for easy positioning.
All QM-Height models offer long battery life with four
standard AA batteries up to 300 hours use (80 hours with

regular use of pneumatic
flotation function).
QM-Height packages
include an AC power
adapter for uninterrupted
use. All models are fully
compatible with existing
Mitutoyo Digimatic
peripherals. Output
options include Mitutoyo
Digimatic and USB.
Wireless output
is also possible
using Mitutoyo’s
U-WAVE wireless
communication
system.
For further details contact RGC Engineering on
TEL: 011 887 0800 or visit www.rgcengineering.co.za
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Widia’s Victory VSM490-10 and VSM49015 series productivity booster in true 90°
shoulder milling

T

he ultimate shoulder milling solution for step-down
applications has now been launched by Widia. The new
VSM490 Series of Widia indexable insert cutting tools
eliminates finishing operations and improves productivity when
machining a wide variety of materials.
From an economical perspective, the new VSM490 Series
of double sided 90-degree inserts offer four cutting edges to
reduce cost per insert and improve economy for the end user.
This latest addition to the Widia Victory Shoulder Mill (VSM)
range is extremely versatile with a complete line of insert
grades that accommodate highly productive machining of cast
iron, stainless steel, steel, aluminium, titanium and a host of
challenging aluminium alloy materials.
Suitable for operations from roughing through to finish
machining, this versatility is permitted by a high-positive
geometry and comprehensive line of insert grades that
drastically reduce cutting forces compared to alternate
product lines. The flexibility of the new VSM490 Series is
heightened with the availability
of both
10mm and 15mm inserts
and a complete line-up
of tool holders.
The 10mm
screw-on end
mills are
available with
16 to 32mm
Weldon,
cylindrical
and shell
type end mill
tool holders,
40 to 125mm
shell mills, JIS
shell mills from
80 to 125mm
and the largest
and extremely
robust M4000
cartridge milling
system from
125 to 315mm.
Alongside the 10mm
insert line is the 15mm
designation. The 15mm
inserts are available
with screw-on and
cylindrical end mills
from 25 to 35mm,
25 to 40mm
Weldon end mills,
40 to 160mm
shell mills with JIS
shell mills from 80
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to 160mm and the high material
removal M4000 cartridge milling
system from 125 to 315mm. Each
of the tool holders in the VSM490
Series is provided with a selection
of insert seats for economical and
high performance cutting.
This comprehensive line-up of
tool holders is complemented by
four insert geometries. The four
grades include the ALP geometry
for finishing and low powered
machine tools cutting non-ferrous
materials and the ML geometry,
which is the first choice grade for
stainless steel and light machining
and finishing operations on a
variety of materials. For more
robust applications, the MM
incorporates a high strength
geometry more suitable
for general purpose use
whereas the extremely
robust MH grade is
the first choice for
high-performance
roughing on
cast iron. This
is credit to an
edge protecting
geometry and
additional margins
that enable the MH
to excel under high
metal removal rate
applications.
The variety of
insert designations
and tool holder
options now offers
Widia customers
with the complete
high performance milling line. The VSM490
gives customers a full slotting solution with
100 per cent radial engagement, shoulder
milling with step-down capabilities that
provide low or high engagement as well as
low or high radial engagement. Furthermore,
the extraordinary VSM490 can be applied to contour
milling, Z-axis plunge milling, trochoidal slot milling and HPC
face milling.
For more information contact Widatech on
TEL: 011 450 2108, email: info@widatech.co.za or
visit www.widia.com

HSG Laser fiber laser cutting machines
and tube profile cutting machines

H

SG Laser is a high-tech enterprise
that is dedicated to providing laser
equipment solutions to customers all
over the world. The company focuses on
the field of intelligent laser manufacturing
equipment with the concept of efficient,
environmental and compatible product
development.
HSG has expanded all over the
world, selling its highly technological
machinery in over 70 countries. To show its commitment to
the international community HSG Laser has exhibited at the
recent Lamiera and Laser World of Photonics exhibitions and
will be present at EuroBLECH 2018.
HSG Laser manufactures a range of CO2 laser cutting and
optical fiber cutting machines for sheet, plate, tube and pipe.
All the machines are equipped with internationally recognised
solutions.
G4020H fiber laser
The machine comes in bed
sizes of 3m x 1,5m, 4m x 2m and
6 x 2,5m and are equipped with
a IPG Photonics laser source,
Precitec cutting head, Beckhoff
CNC controls and Gudel/Alpha
precision racks. Machines
range from 2kW to 10kW, have

a maximum acceleration speed of 2G and are
integrated with pre-programmed SigmaNEST
software that allows automatic nesting
(standard for 3kW and above).
Tube and profile cutting
Various types of tube and profile
cutting machines are available. The
5-aixs pipe cutting machine HS-TP65
is ideal for square pipe, round pipe,
rectangle pipe, oval pipe, waist-shaped pipe and D-shaped
pipe and hexagon pipe cutting. Cutting parameters for square
and hexagon pipe are 20/20mm and 150/150mm, for
rectangular profiles of 20mm to 150mm and elliptic profiles
of 20mm and 210mm.
Cutting thicknesses are between 0.5mm and 10mm
for carbon steel pipe and between 0.5mm and 10mm for
stainless steel pipe. The 5-axis
machine is equipped to process
up to 6 500mm in length, has a
3D and automatic focus/adjusting
laser head and an automatic profile
loading and unloading setting.
For further details contact
Metal Chip Machinery on
(072) 834 3164 (Malcolm) or
082 799 8526 (Keith) or visit
www.metalchipmachinery.co.za

Amada Acies-AJ punching and fiber laser

cutting combination machine
Eco-friendly continuous operation system.

A

s an addition to the
Acies combination series
(originally with a CO2
laser source), the Acies-AJ, with
a servo-electric drive and fiber
laser technology, is characterised
by cut quality, speed and energy
efficiency. This machine is
equipped with several functions
to realise long-term, continuous
operation.
This machine, available
with 2kW or 4kW fiber laser
power, benefits from lower running costs while maintaining
high speed efficient processing of thin and reflective
materials. High productivity and energy savings are therefore
guaranteed. A fully covered brush bed prevents scratches and
allows a high quality processing.
To protect effectively from the laser light, the laser is
enclosed in a full table cabin with a second X origin position.
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Tool set up errors are drastically
reduced thanks to the ID Tool system,
which also promotes the optimum tool
maintenance process.
Automation of part picking and
sorting reduces production time and
increases efficiency and automatic
nozzle changer enhances continuous
operation.
With the new ACIES-2515 AJ,
production is possible 24 hours a
day, seven days a week – providing
outstanding process availability
combined with extremely low maintenance costs. One
final benefit is that the Acies operates without any risk
of scratching, because the lower tool system is actively
controlled and retracts as necessary whenever the sheet is
moved.
For further details contact Amada JHB South Africa on
TEL: 011 453 5459 or www.amada.com

Haas Modular Mini-Mill –
the next generation 40-taper compact machine

T

tapping, visual programming, coordinate
rotation and scaling. A 4-axis module
is also available to run a rotary table or
indexer.
A standard 5,6kW direct-drive spindle
provides standard speeds to 4 000rpm
(with 6 000rpm, and 10 000rpm options).
Cutting feedrates up to 6.35m/min
(12.7m/min option module) and rapids
of 7.6m/min (15.2m/min option module)
yield fast cycle times.
Haas Automation invented the Mini
Mill concept in 2000, and has since
installed nearly
14 000 around the globe, with 950
in the UK. The Modular Mini Mill is
designed and built by Haas Automation in
California, USA.
For further details contact Haas
Factory Outlet South Africa on TEL:
011 974 2301 or visit www.Haassa.com

he new Modular Mini Mill from
Haas Automation provides an
economical solution for small parts
machining for new start business, as a
valuable addition for anyone needing
a “second-op” machine, or to free up
existing machine capacity.
With a capacity of 406mm x
305mm x 254mm (XYZ) and a standard
10 tool ATC, Haas has packed 40-taper
performance into a small footprint CNC
machine and features all you need to
start cutting metal.
Low-cost option modules can be
added for extra flexibility. Starting at
£995, they include a Coolant Module
to prolong tool life, swarf clearance
and achieve better finishes, while a
Production Module features a faster
spindle and increased rapids. The high
productivity software module adds
macros, spindle orientation, WiFi, rigid

Sumitomo AC8000P series
grades for steel turning

N

ew from
Sumitomo is
the AC8000P
series grades for steel
turning that feature
advanced Absotech
platinum CVD Coating
for longer tool life and
overall cost reduction
in steel cutting.
For exceptional
performance, the
AC8000P Series
consists of a patented
CVD coating, a new
surface layer, and
a smooth surface
treatment from the
crystal orientation
process.
Three grades
are available to meet a range of application requirements.
The AC8015P Grade offers wear resistance during highspeed, high efficiency steel cutting. Its edge treatment and
newly developed coating result in twice the crater wear
resistance compared to conventional grades. The AC8025P
Grade is reliable during general-purpose steel cutting. Its

special surface
treatment results in
improved tool surface
smoothness, as well
as adhesion and
chipping resistance
2x better than
traditional grades.
The AC8035P Grade
provides stability
during interrupted
steel cutting. Its
special surface
treatment reduces
tensile residual stress
in coating for twice the
fracture resistance of
standard grades.
The range of
applications for the AC8000P Grade includes ring gears, CVT
parts, toolholders, axle ends, bushings, flanges, gears, and
more. Some chipbreaker suggestions include the EGU, EGE,
and EUX.
For more information contact Carbide Solutions and
Innovations on TEL: 011 392 2000
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Automated sheet metal handling and
sorting for laser cutting –

Bystronic

S

wiss sheet metalworking
equipment manufacturer,
Bystronic, has developed a
new loading and unloading system,
ByTrans Cross, for its fiber laser
cutting machines. It offers users
full automation for producing
long runs of components
while retaining the flexibility
of manual handling for
fulfilling smaller jobs.
With the very high
cutting speeds that fiber
laser technology allows,
there is a risk that the
supply of material and
unloading of completed
parts and skeletons
are unable to keep up,
causing bottlenecks
and reducing productivity. In
such cases, maximising the capabilities of the
machine requires an effective material handling system.
With ByTrans Cross, the key benefit is its flexibility due
to the modular design. It can be integrated between a laser
cutting center and a warehouse, but is equally suitable as a
stand-alone solution to ensure efficient supply of raw metal
sheets in various thicknesses and materials to the laser
cutting machine.
Automated sorting option
The basic configuration has two loading carriages for
storing material. However, with the addition of the new,
optional BySort bridge and two sorting heads with gripper
modules, unloading with the ByTrans Cross becomes even
more versatile.
The automatic sorting system, which can be factory
ordered or retrofitted, deposits processed sheet metal
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components onto a pair of pallets next to the laser cutting
center. It supports users manufacturing large series
where the cut parts need to be unloaded quickly
and stacked.
The repeatability
with which BySort
places the parts is
of advantage, as
particularly with
large cut parts,
accuracy of
placement
is difficult
to achieve
manually.
Precise
positioning
on palettes
facilitates the
automation of subsequent
processes, as it allows reliable
position detection.
Moreover, BySort increases the speed of the
entire unloading process. Firstly, the cut parts are unloaded
and sorted. Subsequently, using a different route, the ByTrans
unloads the skeleton. It ensures that the laser cutting
system’s shuttle table is more quickly available for loading of
the next sheet, which the ByTrans Cross brings from its own
stock or from the connected warehouse.
Both ByTrans Cross and BySort are controlled using the
laser cutting system’s touch screen. Bystronic’s ByVision
Cutting user interface, which is already being used on the
latest generation of Bystronic’s fiber lasers, integrates the
cutting processes and the connected automation. It removes
the need for an operator to waste time walking between
separate terminals for the laser cutting system and the
automation equipment.
For more information contact First Cut on
TEL: 011 614 1112 or visit www.firstcut.co.za

KCSM40 is Kennametal’s
new indexable milling grade

K

ennametal has responded to requests for a new carbide
grade to machine titanium 6Al4V at higher cutting
speeds, rather than increasing feed rates or
increasing depth of cuts that result in increased cutting
forces on the workpiece, fixtures and machine
spindles.
Called KCSM40, the company has
taken the toughness of its most popular
milling grades KC725M and X500,
and increased the thermal crack
resistance and wear resistance
that will enable customers
to machine at higher cutting
speeds, without sacrificing that
original toughness.
The grade has an advance
cobalt binder that provides
exceptional thermal fatigue resistance,
without sacrificing the toughness
customers have experienced with KC725M
or X500. In addition, Kennametal’s proprietary AlTiN/TiN
coating enhances the wear resistance at the cutting edge.
The target cutting speed for KCSM40 in Ti6Al4V was 53m/
min at 327cm3/min 327 metal removal rate for 60 minutes.
Not only does KCSM40 achieve this, but has also offered
milling titanium at speeds up to 85m/min at a lower radial

depth of cut.
Says “At higher radial
engagements, the insert is
cutting the material for longer
time which creates more heat
at the cutting zone. The heat
will not go into the titanium
chips, like when milling steels,
so controlling the heat is critical.
Lower cutter speeds at higher radial
engagements is a good practice. At
lower radial engagements, higher cutting
speeds can be achieved,” said Scott Etling,
director of global product management for
Indexable Milling at Kennametal.
Recent internal testing with the new Harvi Ultra helical
milling platform achieved over 100 minutes of tool life running
at 47m/min with a 0.12mm/tooth chip load. The radial depth
of cut was 25mm and the axial depth of cut was 76mm.
“The edge condition on the KCSM40 grade still looked
great. And we are getting many other fantastic results. In one
face-milling operation on a hardened steel wear plate, the
number of passes was reduced from 234 to just 22,” said
Etling.
For more information contact Kennametal South Africa
on TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit www.kennametal.com

Fanuc RoboDrill machining
center α-DIB5

F

anuc has launched its latest RoboDrill
series, which the company is billing as
the strongest and quickest range of
vertical machining centers on the market. The
α-DiB5 series represents automated vertical
machining technology for milling, drilling and
tapping applications, incorporating a network
interface, preventative maintenance and
machine learning capabilities, and Fanuc’s
CNC drives and servos.
A total of six redesigned models are
included in the range, in small, medium
and large sizes, with a choice of standard
or advanced functionality. Each α-DiB5 is
designed for minimal maintenance thanks to a robust build
quality, low number of parts and a turret capable of handling
tools weighing up to 4kg. The likelihood of machine faults
or unexpected downtime is also reduced thanks to the
RoboDrill’s cast cross table, BBT30 spindle (with speeds
between 10 000rpm and 24 000rpm) and multiple swarf
evacuation options.
Cut-to-cut speeds of 1.5 seconds can be achieved for
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standard models, and 1.3 seconds for
the advanced. The advanced model also
holds the quickest tool-change time
on the market, says Fanuc, taking 0.7
seconds to change between up to 21
different tools.
RoboDrill α-DiB5 machines integrate
Industry 4.0-compatible software
for 24-hour, unmanned machining.
Communication is available with Fanuc
robots, while preventative maintenance
and AI capabilities warn of and, in some
cases, prevent, potential issues before
they occur. The facilitating technology
here is Linki, Fanuc’s production management software. Linki
allows the capture of productions data, operations results,
status monitoring and diagnostics. RoboDrill machines can
be connected to a central server, along with other Fanuc CNCcontrolled products, which enables real-time monitoring of a
local or remote factory.
For further information contact Fanuc South Africa on
TEL: 011 392 3610 or visit www.fanucsa.co.za

Durma AD-S Series CNC
Synchro press brake

T

he Durma AD-S Series CNC
Synchro press brake is available
in up to 11 axis configurations.
It is a machine truly designed to
decrease setup time. The powerful,
yet simple control will automatically
calculate the bend sequence, bend
angle, back gauge retraction, bend
allowance and features collision
protection. The ram positioning
system allows real time monitoring
and complete control of all ram
speeds, positions and pause times.
Imagine that when handling
large sheets, the operator can
actually programme the pressing speed
down to a point where whip up and part dishing are virtually
eliminated. Once the bend target has been reached, a short
and slow speed return point can be programmed giving the
operator a better way of handling the sheet after the bend is
made. Programmable ram tilts, which are useful in conical
or fadeout work, are also a feature of this machine. The
automatic calibration and +-0.01mm positioning accuracy

make S a great partner for the production
of precision components, both large and
small.
Standard features include a heavyduty welded steel fabricated frame
for rigidity, a beam made from a high
quality heavy-duty plate steel to give
minimum deflection, extended beam
guides keep the top beam accurately
aligned (these guides are selflubricating), CNC controlled motorised
table crowning, Y1, Y2, X & R 4 axis
CNC Cybelec or Delem controller with
offline software, European clamping
system, motorised ball screw back gauge
with linear guideway and sliding front
support arms on linear rails.
Durma AD-S Series press brakes offer highly accurate,
reliable and reasonable priced machines to the end users.
They ensure high flexibility, productivity and profitability for
investment.
For further details contact Durma South Africa on
TEL: 011 865 4090 or visit www.durma.co.za
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Yimeng VT-350-5X a 5-axis machining center

T

he Yimeng VT-350-5X is a 5-axis machining center
featuring 5-axis simultaneous machining, making the
machine ideal for complicated parts machining with a
single setup. And it’s affordable.
The optimised structure design and robust column and
base ensure outstanding stability during machining. The
machine has linear motion guides on the XYZ axis. The rapid
traverse rates on XYZ axis reach 48m/min.
The base structure is reinforced by internal ribbing to
achieve high rigidity and no deformation during machining.
The Yimeng VT-350-5X has an X-axis travel of 350mm,
Y-axis travel of 270mm and a Z-axis travel of 300mm. The
table size is 400mm x 250mm, the spindle speed is 12
000rpm with a maximum spindle power of
3.7/5.5kW and a spindle taper of BT30.
The Yimeng 5-axis vertical machining
center is equipped with a Syntec 200 series
controller, providing high-level machining
functions, like 5-axis simultaneous control,
tilted surface machining and tool edge point
follow. With the PC-base system, outstanding
performance and easy intuitive operation,
the machine provides an optimum cost-toperformance ratio as you would expect.

and the spindle speed is 12 000rpm and BT30 spindle taper.
The maximum table load is 60 kilograms and it is supplied
with a front-mounted 16-tool magazine.
The industries where the Yimeng VT-350 compact is used
is in component machining, mould & die, automotive and
motorcycle parts, 3C industries and the clocks and watches
industry.
For further details contact Toolquip & Allied on
TEL: 011 370 2727 or visit www.toolquip.co.za

Yimeng VT-350 compact vertical
machining center
The Yimeng VT-350 compact vertical
machining center is a rugged machine
with a structure that presents outstanding
stability in high speed machining. The VT-350
compact has an X-axis travel of 350mm,
Y-axis travel of 250mm and a Z-axis travel of
300mm. The table size is 400mm x 250mm

Mitsubishi M800 EDM control displays
various information in a single view

T

he M800 EDM control is included with Mitsubishi
wire EDMs to increase productivity and
help keep track of production jobs.
The control uses rotational and tilting
functionality while providing job monitoring
and important information in a single view.
A touch screen enables the user to swipe,
pinch and tap to view.
The processable data available with
this control ensures transparency in all
production stages and the navigation
interface is designed to provide smooth
and easy operation so that
production jobs can be completed
quickly and accurately.
Additionally, the control enables
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the user to analyse machine profitability and
see reserves to optimise processes and
boost efficiency. Diagrams depict operating
costs and output, and operating
material statuses and maintenance
cycles can be called up at a touch.
Currently, the MV1200-S,
MV1200-R, MV2400-S and
MV2400-R Advance wire EDM
models feature the control. The
company is also working on
incorporating this technology into
its laser machines.
For further details contact WD
Hearn on TEL: 021 5345351 or visit
www.wdhearn.co.za

